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CREATE
INNOVATIVE OPERATIONS AND CLIMATE AND WEATHER MODELS TO
IMPROVE ATM RESILIENCE AND REDUCE IMPACTS

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under grant agreement No
890898 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

Abstract
This report corresponds to the deliverable D4.1 of the H2020 SESAR CREATE project and compiles the
outcomes and work done within CREATE work package 4. Two potential SESAR solutions are proposed
in CREATE: a comprehensive multi-scale (from the global to micro) multi-pollutant air quality system
(Solution 1); and a framework for multi-aircraft environmentally-scored weather-resilient optimised
4D-trajectories in the flight execution phase (Solution 2). The main contribution of this deliverable is
to describe this second solution, which aims at the revision and update process of the reference
business trajectory, in the particular case of scenarios disrupted by severe weather conditions, and
taking into account the environmental impact of the operations.
In this context, an air traffic control (ATC) decision support tool (DST) is proposed in line with the SESAR
extended ATC planning (EAP) and integrated network for (extended) ATC planning (INAP) concepts.
The goal is to avoid climate-sensitive areas, while restricting the amount of traffic flying through them.
It is expected that this solution could help to manage the transition between planning and execution
phases in such disrupted scenarios. Different from (on-going) related research – mainly focused in the
dispatch of individual trajectories and/or in air traffic flow management enhancements – the main
contribution of the proposed solution 2 is the consideration of the following aspects into an unique
problem: i) weather-resilient 4D trajectory (re)planning for the flight execution phase, tackling (near)
real-time aspects; ii) consideration of network and safety constraints by optimising the overall set of
concerned trajectories in the area of interest; and iii) an environmentally-scored decision making
algorithm that would run in this hypothetical ATC DST.
This document reviews the current state of the art in weather/climate/environment optimised
trajectories and identifies synergies, gaps and opportunities for further research. A review of the SESAR
Concept of Operations (ConOps) 2019 is also performed in order to identify the main concepts
underpinning the proposed solution, and align it with the SESAR ConOps. Then, the solution is
presented in detail, firstly describing the particular concept of operations of the proposed solution and
then outlining a software prototype implementing such solution. The scope of the solution 2 aims at
both terminal area and en-route operations. Thus, commonalities and differences are identified in this
document, along with the two principal use-cases that set the basis for the validation activities that
will be performed in a later stage of the CREATE project.
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1 Introduction
This document describes the activities which have been performed under SESAR2020-ER4-CREATE,
work package WP4 “Design and implementation of innovative ATM methodologies to reduce ATM
environmental impact and improve ATM resilience with respect to weather”, related to the following
tasks:
•

Task 4.1 “Framework for trajectory optimisation and tactical replanning”

•

Task 4.2 “TMA operations”

•

Task 4.3 “En-route operations”

Motivation of this document: ATM-related weather and climate
impact of aviation
Weather phenomena are one of the biggest causes for significant delays and unpredictable disruptions
within air traffic management (ATM) network. The changing global climate increases the future
severity and frequency of these ATM-disturbing whether phenomena, such as the number of
occurrences of convective regions. The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
research observed and reported that since the 1950s the frequency and intensity of heavy
precipitation levels and hot extremes have increased, for which anthropogenic climate change is the
main driver [1]. These climate effects and the impact on ATM-disturbing weather phenomena
deteriorate the predictability of 4D trajectory ATM network planning and execution phases. As such,
this fuels the significance of improving the ATM operations to become more resilient towards the
weather.
Furthermore, aviation itself has a responsibility to mitigate its climate impact to improve the long-term
sustainability of the ATM operations and to contribute to the global effort towards reduction of human
impact on climate changes. Recent research completed by the European Union Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA), in assignment of the European Commission, on “Updated analysis of the non-CO2 climate
impacts of aviation and potential policy measures pursuant to EU Emissions Trading System Directive
Article 30(4)” [2] concluded that net-NOx and contrail cirrus are the largest aviation non-CO2 impacts.
As such, it is highly recommended to develop ATM procedures which aim to minimise the contrail
formation.

Context and scope of this document
CREATE WP4 builds on the research completed in WP2 “Relation between environment and ATM” and
WP3 “Design of enhanced meteo methodologies and tools to support ATM”, where WP4 aims to find
a potential solution suitable for the ATM industry as a response to the identified weather-induced
(short term) operational problems and aviation-induced environmental (and climate on the long term)
effects and impacts. Furthermore, it sets the scope for the Project integration and validation exercises
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carried out in WP5, where the different software and data components described in the present
document will be integrated and validated against a set of scenarios and case studies.

Figure 1: Context of CREATE deliverable D4.1
Figure 1 shows the context of this deliverable within the different project activities and deliverables.

From deliverable D2.1 “Aviation impact on local environment and long term & global phenomena” [3]
it has been derived that the ATM should improve its operations to improve the local air quality around
in the terminal manoeuvring area, in specific around airports. From deliverable D2.2 “Analysis of
vulnerability of ATM to weather phenomena” [4] it has been derived what types of weather
phenomena have a disruptive effect on the ATM industry. From deliverable D3.1 “Local and regional
models integrated with weather and climate information” [5] it has been concluded what types of
advanced weather prediction methods and models exist which could support an advanced trajectory
optimisation framework.
The CREATE project is proposing to potential SESAR solutions:
•

Solution 1: Development of a comprehensive multi-scale (from the global to micro), multipollutant air quality system; and

•

Solution2: Development of a framework for multi-aircraft environmentally-scored weatherresilient optimised 4D-trajectories in the flight execution phase.

Solution 1 was described in Deliverable D3.1 [5], while Solution 2 is the main objective of CREATE WP4
and is explained in detail in this Deliverable D4.1. Finally, this deliverable D4.1 gives a rather high-level
description of the potential use cases and scenarios that could be used to validate the proposed
solution. Yet, the exact definition of scenarios and low-level specification of use cases, along with the
validation approach, will be reported in D5.1.
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CREATE WP4 main objective
All of the previous mentioned elements have been combined within WP4 to develop a climate and
weather aware Concept of Operations (ConOps), which encompasses a multi-aircraft
environmentally-scored weather-resilient 4D trajectory optimisation framework, in line with the
latest SESAR ConOps [6] and in particular, with the trajectory-based operations (TBO) paradigm.
Furthermore, a software prototype is specified in a framework that integrates high-fidelity numerical
weather and climate prediction models to improve the (tactical) flight planning triggered by severe
weather phenomena (i.e., thunderstorms), whilst keeping the overall environmental impact of the
multiple aircraft within a computational geometrical domain to a minimum, and complying with ATM
related constraints in order to avoid exceeding the air traffic control (ATC) workload and thus, do not
compromise safety.
This trajectory optimisation framework is set to evade “no-go” areas dominated by weather hazards
and to apply reduced airspace-sector-capacity to climate/environmental-impact sensitive areas (e.g.,
contrail-sensitive areas), by minimising an objective/cost function considering operational cost (fuel
consumption and flight-time) and environmental impact (contrail forming and local air quality). As it is
detailed in next section, most of current research is focused to obtain optimal trajectories focusing in
a single flight and (mostly) in the planning phase of the flight. The solution proposed in CREATE WP4
seeks to optimise at network level and consider the contribution to environment and climate of
multiple aircraft at the same time, considering in this way the trade-off between capacity and
environmental performance. In this context, an ATC decision support tool (DST) is proposed in order
to enable some degree of collaborative decision making among airspace users and the ATC, whilst
supporting the revision of the different concerned trajectories. As such, the CREATE ConOps developed
within WP4 addresses the aviation-induced climate problem as posed in the EASA research in response
to the European Commission [2]. En-route and TMA operations are differentiated in this ConOps. In
the former, contrail formation is considered when computing selecting the “best” trajectories; while
in the latter local air quality and emissions are considered. It is out of the scope of CREATE to consider
noise, which is also an important contributor to environmental impact in TMA operations.
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2 The CREATE WP4 concept
Introduction
This section aims at contextualising the CREATE exploratory research (ER) project within the European
ATM Masterplan and SESAR Concept of Operations (section 2.2), and then to identify the key-features
and novelties of the CREATE WP4 concept with respect to other SESAR related exploratory research
(section 2.3). Finally, in section 2.4, the particular concept of operations proposed in CREATE is
detailed.

Figure 2: CREATE context under SESAR TBO concept of operations

Figure 2, shows the lifecycle of the business trajectory, as defined by SESAR [6], where four temporal
layers are foreseen: Long-term, Mid-term, Short-term and Execution of the flight. In the strategic
design/planning of the trajectory the Airspace Users (AU) propose their preferred trajectories resulting
in the business development trajectory (BDT). Eventually, the BDT becomes the shared business
trajectory (SBT) and is available to other stakeholders via the network operations plan (NOP), which
will be coordinated by the network manager (NM) and the air navigation service providers (ANSPs).
Using these SBTs, the ANSPs can assess airspace capacities, while the NM, having visibility of all SBTs
and ANSPs’ resources can identify possible capacity and demand imbalances and act accordingly by
proposing trajectory changes and/or negotiating different configurations with the ANSPs (leading to
different capacity distributions). This iterative and collaborative process of demand and capacity
balancing (DCB) will end when an acceptable solution for all the stakeholders is found. At this point,
the SBT becomes the reference business trajectory (RBT), which the airline agrees to fly and the ANSPs
agree to facilitate. Yet, during the trajectory execution, the RBT might be impacted, e.g., by deconflicting, real-time queuing, or weather hazards. Therefore, the RBT might be revised, negotiated,
and updated.
Framing the overall problem (from the early stages of the SBT to the RBT revisions), we could identify
the weather (either thunderstorms or the likelihood of contrails formation) as the “source” of
disruption for some (nominal) aircraft operations; the trajectory update (in all different time-frames)
as the “reactionary action”; and ultimately, the sector demand and capacity (at pre-tactical level), or
separation assurance (at tactical level) as the “key constraint”. Additionally, environmental aspects of
Founding Members
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the solution could be expressed as Performance Indicators (PIs) of the problem. There are several
elements of the whole chain that hold a big potential for improvement and there exist several research
works tackling one or more elements outlined above (e.g., weather prediction, trajectory optimisation,
demand and capacity balancing, etc.), which are presented in section 2.3.
In the execution phase of the flight1, air traffic services (ATS) take place and, in particular, air traffic
control (ATC). According to the latest edition of the SESAR ConOps [6], “thanks to the introduction of
new cutting-edge ground-ground trajectory exchange mechanism (e.g.,Interoperability (IOP) and the
SWIM infrastructure), high quality 4D trajectories data with all relevant information are automatically
made available to all relevant stakeholders, improving common situation awareness, automation and
global performance and facilitating the ATM Processes in the flight execution phase”.
Moreover, and somewhere overlapping with the tactical NM actions (pre-flight) and strategic ATC
duties, the Integrated Network Management and (extended) ATC Planning (INAP) function is proposed
by SESAR, aiming at identifying and assessing potential actions to resolve local hotspots. According to
the SESAR ConOps [6], “the scope of the INAP function is to address the overlapping period where the
Network Management function runs DCB and dynamic DCB processes at all geographical levels, while
ATC planning starts preparing early strategic de-confliction and conflict detection within the
appropriate look ahead time horizon and within its defined local area of responsibility”.
The RBT revision and update process, under the umbrella of the TBO paradigm, underpins the main
idea behind the CREATE WP4 concept, named WAAP: Weather Avoidance for (extended) ATC
planning. Yet, this concept could easily be implemented at earlier stages of the trajectory lifecycle, and
in particular, to support INAP functions, since it could help as well to resolve hotspots in the network
(due to weather hazards and/or climate sensitive regions), within the context of an evolving traffic
picture close to execution, and evaluate such actions in terms of different PIs. Thus, the CREATE WP4
concept could also help to manage the transition between planning and execution phases.
Furthermore, CREATE presents a methodology for generating optimised RBT trajectories during the
flight that benefit from the availability of high-resolution weather information (due to the nature of
the project time-frame) and environmental impact models. This common methodology will ensure
harmonisation of all flight phases and compatibility with the innovative ATM concept(s). A multiobjective 4D trajectory optimisation framework will be designed and implemented in order to support
both TMA and en-route operations.

Alignment with SESAR ConOps
The latest edition of the SESAR concept of operations (CONOPS 2019) [6] identifies three operational
key features, where operational improvements supported by technical enablers will bring
performance gains that yield the overall performance expected in the Single European Sky High-Level
Goals, as set out in the European ATM Master Plan [7]. These are Optimised ATM network
management; advanced Air Traffic Services (ATS); and high-performing airport operations.

1

The SESAR ConOps defines the start of the “execution phase” as the moment the RBT has been agreed by all
actors, which it has to be distinguished from the flight execution (starting ant the “start-up/push back”), or the
“in flight phase” (from take-off until landing).
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Furthermore, it identifies Trajectory-Based Operations (TBO) and Free Route operations as transversal
topics in the ConOps.
For the purpose of the present document, Trajectory-Based Operations in the context of advanced ATS
and the Integrated network and (extended) ATC planning (INAP) (as part of the Optimised ATM
Network management) will be summarised below, since these are the key features of the SEAR ConOps
that underpin the CREATE WP4 concept.

2.2.1 Trajectory based operations (TBO)
SESAR and the United States’ Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) are among the
first programs that conceptualise the recent advances in ATM and advances in avionics technology.
Both programs share the common goals built on the notion of TBO (in contrast to the current airspace
centric paradigm), dynamically managing flights on an end-to-end time basis and enabling airspace
users to fly their preferred flight trajectories, delivering passengers and goods on time to their
destinations as cost-efficiently as possible [5]. In order to achieve this ambitious goal, the ATM system
will face the digital transformation of the underlying infrastructure system requiring satellite-based
navigation and a specific level of automation and connectivity between stakeholders.
TBO is a core transversal topic in the SESAR Concept of Operations, which resides in the adoption of
4D trajectory management principles to manage flights, facilitating in this way the performancefriendly transition from tactical intervention towards a more strategic focus on planning and
intervention by exception (although in some situations, tactical processes might enable increased
levels of flexibility and flight optimisation, without necessarily having a negative impact on controller
workload and productivity).
In this context, SESAR industrial research (IR) project PJ.18.02 “Trajectory Based Operations” [7] is
expected to provide highly accurate and predictable trajectories through a seamless process from
planning to execution; a seamless process from gate-to-gate; and with airborne and ground actors
sharing consistent information throughout the Business Trajectory lifecycle via ground-ground and airground System Wide Information Management (SWIM). In this way, airspace users will be enabled to
design its trajectory based on the company policy and business models and, therefore, to operate close
to their preferred trajectories. Finally, it is also worth noting those SESAR IR projects that address more
low-level aspects that would support the deployment of TBO. In particular, PJ.18-W2-57 “RBT revision
supported by datalink and increased automation”, is a key technical enabler for the concept proposed
in CREATE.
As explained before and depicted in Figure 2, the SESAR ConOps distinguishes three different types of
trajectories for the planning stage of the flight and engagement of the stakeholders in the system, the
so-called Business Trajectory lifecycle:
1. Business Development Trajectory (BDT) – BDT exists during Business Development processes
and is internal to the airspace user;
2. Shared Business Trajectory (SBT) – SBT is the trajectory published by the airspace user that is
available for collaborative ATM planning purposes. The refinement of the SBT is an iterative
process that would be equivalent to the current air traffic flow and capacity management
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(ATFCM) function. The final form of the SBT becomes the Reference Business (or Mission)
Trajectory (RBT) and is part of the filed flight plan;
3. The Reference Business Trajectory (RBT) – RBT is created from the last version of the SBT. It is
the trajectory that the airspace user agrees to fly and that the ANSP and Airport agree to
facilitate. It is associated with the filed flight plan and includes both air and ground segments.
It consists of 2D routes (based on published waypoints and/or pseudo waypoints computed by
air or ground tools to build the lateral transitions and vertical profiles); altitude and time
constraints where and when required; altitude, time, and speed estimates at waypoints, etc.

2.2.2 Integrated network and (extended) ATC planning (INAP)
A wide set of activities at the tactical level, underpinned by the TBO principles, are envisaged by the
SESAR ConOps with the aim to increase ATM capacity while increasing ANS (air navigation services)
productivity and reducing the cost per flight. Enhanced and fully integrated processes would ensure
that all levels of the network – regional, sub-regional, and local – across all ATM phases, are able to
manage their operation to meet performance targets in a seamless and fully collaborative basis.
The core of effective demand and capacity balancing (DCB) across the planning and execution phases
is trajectory management, making full use of iterative development of the 4D trajectory. The increase
in information quality, improved accuracy of demand forecasting, together with the shared view and
interface between DCB actors, provides new opportunities for Airspace Users to become involved (via
Holistic Planning Management) and to better manage their business needs within the overall DCB
process.
The integration and necessary coordination of constraints to address demand/capacity imbalance into
4D trajectories is required to ensure stability and performance of the network. The integration of these
constraints from a number of sources – e.g., airports (including multi-APOC), ANSPs, AUs and NM – is
achieved with new rules and mechanisms replacing legacy first-planned/first-served slot allocation.
Much is made of the integration of processes to provide an effective planned operation up to
execution. However, without a similar degree of integration with tactical ATC, the expected
performance benefits are at risk. To address this, solution PJ.09-W2-48 is addressing the INAP function
[8]. The scope of INAP is to bridge the traditional gap between network activities, managing DCB; and
ATC planning activities, fine-tuning the tactical picture and ultimate ensuring separation among all
aircraft. This period within which INAP is applicable sees overlapping capabilities in order to deliver
successful integration of network measures, local complexity management, traffic synchronisation and
airspace & ATC sector configuration management within the context of a more localised area of
responsibility.
In this way, INAP actors are provided with the capability to identify and resolve local hotspots in a fully
integrated way. They are able to assess potential actions to resolve these hotspots within the context
of an evolving traffic picture close to execution, and evaluate such actions in terms of performance.
Thus, it is expected to increase the possibilities that AUs plan and fly their preferred routes, satisfying
their business needs, performing continuous climb/descent operations -which in turn would generate
benefits both on emissions and on noise, whilst at the same time offering the best possible
performance at network level [6].
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INAP will provide support to the multi-sector planning and extended ATC planning roles for reducing
complexity and smoothing flows of traffic in a multi – sector environment.

2.2.3 Advanced air traffic services (ATS) and trajectory management
The SESAR ConOps foresees that TBO in the execution phase will rely on accurate and predictable
trajectories shared with all stakeholders involved in the planning process and in the execution of the
flight. In this context, trajectory management becomes the centrepiece of (new and advanced) ATS
systems and/or procedures. The fundamental idea is that a single logical entity representing the
aircraft trajectory is kept up to date by all parties wishing to share information about a flight. All parties
use it as a reference and all keep it updated with the latest information [6].
The revision of the RBT is a process to address a need or request for change in specific elements of the
trajectory data. In the context of CREATE, this revision would be triggered by the need to avoid (the
most updated picture of) weather hazards and/or climate sensitive regions. SESAR foresees to share
the RBT in the SWIM environment and time/workload permitting, this revision should follow a
collaborative decision making (CDM) process, based on a proposal made by the initiator of the revision
request. An impact assessment on the proposed change is expected to be performed through CDM,
including possible adjustments through negotiation amongst the interested stakeholders, leading to
an agreement on the change. The revision process ends when the final decision is made and in case of
modification of related trajectory data, when the flight crew acknowledge the trajectory change [6].
A better knowledge of airborne data and appropriate processes to align airborne and ground-based
trajectory information, would allow the introduction of wider set of clearances, which can also be given
longer in advance. In some instances, this permits a certain trajectory modification to be cleared in
advance with the flight crew by an upstream ATC sector – i.e., an ATC sector currently managing the
flight but not responsible for the portion of the airspace where the trajectory change occurs.
Negotiation of proposed trajectory modifications may take place between sectors and/or Network
Management Functions when necessary. Different roles, such as the Extended ATC Planning, may also
be able to issue clearances.
Extended ATC planning (EAP) is an automation tool and a set of procedures that support ATC in line
with the INAP concept. It provides real-time and fine-tuned measures to solve ATFCM hotspots,
enabling early measures to be taken by ATC before traffic enters in overloaded sectors, aiming at
alleviate complexity closest to ATC activities. A Basic EAP (SESAR solution #118) has already been
deployed in some European ATC area control centres [9] [10]. The solution introduces an initial
automated interface together with the related procedures that will facilitate the communication
between local DCB position and the controllers' working positions. The basic EAP relies on a real time
integrated process for managing the complexity of the traffic with capability to reduce traffic peaks
through early implementation of fine-tuned solutions to solve workload imbalances at the local level,
compatible with the short-term timeframe of execution phase of the flights.
Within the ATM layered planning, EAP role stands between the Local Traffic Manager role and the
Planning Controller role. The EAP role might have planning responsibilities for a sector family and,
among others, they include: to monitor internal and external constrictions, complexity and workload
for the next 15 to 40 minutes (approximately); and if necessary, balance workload by individually
optimising entering flights on the planned route and within given dynamic constraints (Target Times,
target levels, target speeds, CTO), or coordinated for a new route [7].
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In the context of CREATE, it is important to highlight that the SESAR ConOps foresees trajectory
management in the execution phase through several 4D trajectory management parameters, such as:
Target Times at Target Points (hotspots in particular), Target Altitudes or any combination thereof.
These parameters will have associated tolerances within which the actual trajectory may be executed
without affecting the capacity or safety of the associated environment [6].

State of the art and gap analysis
As it can be expected, numerous projects have emerged aiming at dealing with the exposed problem
(section 2.1) focusing on weather prediction, since adverse weather has a significant impact on air
traffic. On average, weather accounts for roughly one-third of ATFCM delays (25% for en-route and
~50% for the airports) [11]. Delays come about because bad weather makes air traffic difficult to
predict and complex to manage, resulting in reduced airspace capacity. The former factor is due to the
fact that ATC workload increases in this sort of scenarios, that is why the balance between sector
capacity and demand needs to be always ensured, so the overall safety of operations is guaranteed.
Currently, these forecast estimations often lack sufficient accuracy due to the stochastic or random
evolution of the atmosphere, which makes predicting the real impact of a storm very challenging.
Therefore, ATFCM operations and performance are very sensitive to weather and the uncertainty in
its prediction thereby introduce the challenge.
Following this field of research, at a lower TRL level, the SESAR Exploratory Research (ER) project FMPMet (Meteorological uncertainty management for Flow Management Position) [12] [13] is a direct
continuation of two previous SESAR projects: TBO-Met (Meteorological Uncertainty Management for
Trajectory Based Operations) [14] [15], a ER project where a probabilistic analysis of the impact of
weather on trajectory optimisation and sector demand was provided; and PSA-Met (Probabilistic
weather avoidance routes for medium-term storm avoidance) [16], under the Catalyst funding scheme
of SESAR ENGAGE, where the problem of probabilistic storm avoidance was addressed. In the same
line, the ER project ISOBAR (Artificial Intelligence Solutions to Meteo-Based DCB Imbalances for
Network Operations Planning) [17] [18] aims at integrating enhanced convective weather forecasts for
predicting imbalances between capacity and demand and exploiting AI to select mitigation measures
at local and network level in a collaborative ATFCM operations paradigm. Finally, the SESAR ER project
ALARM (multi-hAzard monitoring and earLy wARning systeM) [19] is a project also aimed to be capable
of detecting and predicting the risk/displacement of weather phenomena, including other climate
effects such as particles in suspension and gas derived from natural hazards, space weather regarding
exposure to increased levels of radiation and environmental hotspots potentially contributing to
global warming in a large extent.
It is important to remark that despite the aim of the aforementioned projects grows on the same lines
as CREATE’s, with regards to the weather prediction and (optimal) trajectory planning, the time-frame
of execution of most of the concepts proposed lies at the pre-tactical level of ATM (i.e., for new or
enhanced ATFCM solutions or concepts). Yet, for TBO-Met project, a probabilistic trajectory predictor
under thunderstorm activity has been developed also aiming at the execution phase of the flight,
taking into account the uncertainty in the location of the convective cells. The output is an ensemble
of deviation trajectories that avoid the possible storm realisations, resuming navigation to the optimal
reference route (computed at the planning phase) once the avoidance is completed. In this context,
tools to generate deviation trajectories have been also proposed, such as DIVMET [20], which provides
deterministic avoidance routes that circumvent the no-go regions. In [21], this tool has been
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embedded into a probabilistic weather avoidance concept, which considers as main inputs
probabilistic nowcasts and risk levels associated to each storm cell. The output is an avoidance
trajectory that takes into account the uncertainty of the convective cells, as a function of the given the
input risk levels.
In CREATE, we aim at making the most of the data available at the execution phase to better predict
the weather and therefore, provide resilience to weather disruptions by means of RBT updates, rather
than updates in the SBT as part of potential ATFCM measures. In this pre-tactical phase (SBT
negotiation or ATFCM measures) there still might be a high level of uncertainty on the
location/severity of the thunderstorms. Once aircraft are airborne, this uncertainty reduces the closes
they are to the weather impacted area. This means that some of the initial planned trajectories will be
probably impacted by bad weather and aircraft will have to replan tactically to avoid these “no-go”
areas. Therefore, reception of new weather forecast updates could trigger new trajectory plans onboard that could (re)optimise the trajectory, given the new weather forecast available.
The Numerical weather predictions (NWP) can form an ensemble weather forecast (EWF), which could
be used to predict the weather scenario in the future based on currently available weather predictions
(see Figure 3). In previous research performed within SESAR WP-E, and led by NLR, IMET “Investigating
the optimal approach for future trajectory prediction systems to use METeorological uncertainty
information”, the deterministic weather predictions within the EWF were used to develop an
optimised trajectory related to each the EWF elements. Via a probabilistic approach the likelihood of
each of the EWF elements was determined, which led to a likelihood score which was matched with
each of the corresponding optimised trajectories. Therefore, the ATCO was presented with the various
candidate trajectories and a likelihood table corresponding with the candidate trajectories. The benefit
of this method is that the ATCO is able to select the most suitable trajectory candidate based on the
present weather scenario.

Figure 3: Schematic showing uncertainty captured in an Ensemble Weather Forecast (Source: [22], with
research performed by SESAR IMET project [23])
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The limitation of this research is that it was applied to a single trajectory to demonstrate its benefits
and potential feasibility. Yet, when this method would have been applied in a real-world scenario with
multiple aircraft, it would increase the complexity in terms of the generation of various probabilistic
candidate trajectories, which would need to be evaluated by the ATCO in the CREATE framework.
Therefore, it has been decided that in the CREATE project, the meteo input for the CREATE framework
related to the various deterministic NWPs is based on the average of the EWF elements.
One challenge for society is to develop sustainable aviation and reducing the anthropogenic
contribution to climate change and enhancing environmental quality. Therefore, in the last decades,
the number of projects and research tackling this topic have increased. Several projects integrate the
environment impact through avoiding traffic inefficiencies (e.g., better prediction of ATFCM capacity
can avoid or reduce holding times). Nevertheless, the CREATE project also considers the environmental
impact within the overall problem context. Actually, the project tackles environment impact within
two phases of the whole chain (explained in detail in next section) identifying contrails before
trajectory optimisation and scoring the emissions of the trajectory as part of an ATC decision support
tool, where the final solution (i.e., set of trajectories for a given area of interest) will be selected.
There have been a number of research works addressing the environmental assessment of ATM
operations. ATM4E (Air Traffic Management for Environment) [24] and posterior FlyATM4E [25](which
is built on latest knowledge from ATM4E and the aforementioned project TBO-Met), aim at exploring
the feasibility of the former concept towards environmental optimisation of air traffic operations in
the European airspace. Nevertheless, the main difference with CREATE project lies in the fact that the
4D trajectory calculation consists of a RBT trajectory (airborne) rather than an optimised Planned
trajectory (BDT) for dispatching purposes.
When the previous state-of-the-art research has been reviewed, it has been concluded that there is
no integrated framework or concept of operations which encompasses the following elements, which
in turn, characterise the main key aspects of the CREATE proposed concept:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather-resilient trajectory (re)planning
Trajectory (re)planning in the flight execution phase (tactical)
4D optimised trajectories
Multi-aircraft problem consideration
Environmentally-scored decision-making
ATC-driven decision-making

As afore-explained, despite there have been a number of research initiatives tackling one or more of
the listed keywords above, there is a need to put all of the elements together to understand how this
would affect the effectiveness of the ATM operations in a network of flights. Additionally, trajectory
(re)planning in the flight execution phase and considering a multi-aircraft problem are novel elements
that have not yet been explored in the aforementioned research initiatives. As such, following from
this gap analysis, it has been decided that the CREATE WP4 concept will aim to integrate the abovementioned technical/operational elements/attributes into a holistic framework or concept of
operation, which ultimately would be a novel potential ATM solution. How this integrated concept of
operations will look like will be explained in the next texts.
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Proposed concept and objectives for the WAAP
The objectives of the overall multi-aircraft trajectory optimisation concept developed in CREATE are
provided in Table 1. In this section, the overall operational concept, in line with the SESAR ConOps (see
section 2.2) is presented.
Table 1: General CREATE trajectory optimisation concept objectives

Objective Number

Description

OBJ-CREATE-GEN-01
OBJ-CREATE-GEN-02

Reduce weather-induced delays during the flight.
Reduce climate impact of optimised trajectories during the flight.

Let us imagine a given portion of airspace with some aircraft planning to cross it (Figure 4). The last
update of the RBT for each aircraft is represented as a black line in the figure, while the ATS (air traffic
services) sectorisation defined at that moment is depicted with the blue sectors S1 to S7 in the same
figure.

Figure 4: Area of interest with nominal flights and a given ATS sectorisation

This area is impacted by severe weather conditions, such as a front of thunderstorms, which are
modelled as “no-go” volumes of airspace.
As stated before, the CREATE WP4 concept is aimed at the flight execution phase (i.e., airborne
flights). Therefore, it can be assumed that at a pre-tactical level (before departure) some actions may
have taken place in anticipation of this bad weather scenario, as part of the SBT negotiation process,
such as ATFCM delay, pre-tactical re-routings, or even flight cancellation. We could also assume actions
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on the airspace (i.e., ANSP) side too: specific ATS sector opening schemes and/or reduced capacity for
certain sectors in anticipation to the bad weather situation.
Thus, the CREATE starting point is “a picture” (updated periodically when a new weather forecast is
available and/or after certain amount of time), where some aircraft are already airborne and have to
cross an area impacted with severe weather, given a (known) ATS sectorisation with a (known)
maximum capacity thresholds per sector. Figure 5 presents this starting point where the no-go
volumes are represented (red clouds) . Let’s call “nominal trajectory” the last update of the RBT at this
starting point (represented for each aircraft as black lines in the figures).

Figure 5: Area of interest with weather hazard volumes (“no-go” volumes)

In CREATE, we propose a concept to amend the RBT of all concerned flights in such a way that a systemwide cost function is minimised, which considers in turn the environmental impact of the operations;
while taking into account at the same time constraints related with ATS and aircraft operational
limitations.
Where the trajectory is actually (re)computed is out of the scope of CREATE. It could be on-board the
aircraft with up-linked weather information or on-ground, at the airline operations centre (AOC), which
would ultimately uplink the computed trajectory to the aircraft. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that
the trajectories will always be computed on the “airline side” (either at the AOC, on-board or even in
a hybrid approach), and not by the ATC or the Network Manager. Airlines have access to accurate
aircraft performance data and possess sensitive data (such as the actual aircraft mass, fuel on-board,
etc.) that are typically not shared to other stakeholders. This is in fact, the main limitation of several
ground-based trajectory computation tools (such as arrival or departure managers), which might yield
to not very accurate trajectory predictions. Conversely, the main limitation of current on-board
trajectory computation systems (such as the flight management systems) is the lack of accurate
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weather forecasts, also yielding to poor trajectory predictions in certain situations. In CREATE we
assume that the AUs will be able to access to accurate weather products and use them to (re)plan
trajectories in the execution phase of the flight. See for instance the eWAS commercial solution2, or
imagine some advanced weather products distributed via SWIM to the AUs.
As commented before, a key contribution of the CREATE project is the consideration of the “multiaircraft” problem, where ATM constraints have to be observed as well; in contrast with the “singleaircraft” problem (that has been studied widely in the past, as seen in section 2.3). In this context, it is
worth noting that the addition of individually optimised trajectories might not be the system-wide
optimum. Moreover, the addition of individually optimised trajectories is most probably infeasible as
system-wide level. In previous example (recall Figure 5): if each aircraft optimises individually its
trajectory, we might increase too much the ATC workload in certain ATS sectors and therefore,
compromise safety.
In this context, and as a first step, the CREATE WP4 concept proposes that for each flight, a set of
alternative trajectories is computed by the AUs in such a way that all them avoid the “no-go areas”.
Thus, for each flight, the respective AU not only computes the best avoidance trajectory for that flight,
but it is asked to provide a minimum amount of alternative (suboptimal) trajectories. These trajectories
are sent to the ANSP, which, in a second step and by means of an ATC decision support tool (DST), will
select the “best” alternative trajectory for each flight such as a system-wide cost is minimised and ATM
constraints are observed as well.
Several approaches could be foreseen to implement the backbone algorithm embedded in this ATC
DST proposed in CREATE. On the one hand, different “system-wide costs” could be defined in order to
establish a criterion to select the best set of alternative trajectories. In CREATE, it is proposed to assign
an environmental score to each alternative trajectory and use this information to build the systemwide cost function.
On the other hand, several approaches could also be implemented in the ATC DST in order to observe
the ATM constraints, mainly to avoid overloading the ATC workload and not compromising the safety
of the operations. For instance, the proposed solution could provide conflict-free trajectories,
implementing strategic deconfliction algorithms such as those proposed in [26] [27] [28], or could even
entail self-separation paradigms. Yet, this solution could be computationally too costly; would require
some degree of extra interaction between the ATC DST and all the concerned AUs to obtain these
conflict-free trajectories; and/or could result in a too conservative solution if some separation buffers
are considered due to uncertainty (i.e., the conflict-free trajectories might have to maintain some
conservative separation in order to be robust against uncertainty in the weather forecast, aircraft
performance, etc.).
An alternative would be to use some kind of ATC complexity metric (see [29] for a comprehensive
analysis of the main complexity metrics developed for ATM applications), instead of relying on entry
or occupancy counts as proxy of the ATC controller workload. The introduction of complexity metrics
may contribute to the elimination of the capacity buffers given when the airspace declared capacities
are defined with entry or occupancy counts. This approach, however, would increase the difficulty of
the DCB formulation, especially when there is more than one potential trajectory per flight (as it is the

2

https://www.sita.aero/solutions/sita-for-aircraft/digital-day-of-operations/ewas-pilot/
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case in CREATE where several alternative trajectories are proposed in order to avoid the weather “nogo” areas). The reasoning behind this phenomenon is that the modification of one single flight might
change considerably the traffic pattern in the different ATS sectors and, consequently, the complexity
in those sectors may also change.
Taking into account the low TRL level of the CREATE project, and considering that the overall objective
of the project is to address the feasibility of the proposed concept of operations as a whole (and not
the implementation details for each single component in the framework), it is proposed to model ATC
workload in the same way as it is done in the current ATFCM paradigm: each ATC sector has assigned
some maximum capacity (in terms of aircraft entry or occupancy counts), and the ATC DST will run a
demand and capacity balancing algorithm (DCB) in order to prevent any sector to be overloaded above
this maximum capacity. Different from classical ATFCM approaches, however, this capacity threshold
used by the ATC DST would have much less uncertainty that the nominal capacities that are typically
given by the ANSPs to the Network Manager when implementing ATFCM regulations, since the time
horizon in CREATE is significantly shorter that the time horizon used in ATFCM. Finally, it is worth noting
that this approach could also be easily enhanced to consider DCB in traffic volumes instead of DCB in
sectors, as done nowadays in the European ATFCM implementation [30] [31].
Although the ATC DST proposed in CREATE might borrow concepts from ATFCM or advanced DCB
solutions that are foreseen in the negotiation of the SBT, it is worth recalling that the CREATE WP4
concept is focused in the execution phase of the flight. Thus, all “regulated” aircraft by this ATC DST
will be already flying when these new trajectories are computed and updated. In other words, the ATC
DST proposed in CREATE will support the negotiation of the RBT.
Taking all above considerations into account, the CREATE WP4 concept of operations (either for TMA
or en-route scenarios) is described and summarised as follows:
1- At some time horizon T a new weather forecast is available to all aircraft in a given “area of
interest”. The same weather information is also available on the “ATC side”; i.e., by an ATC
automated ground decision support tool (DST), which is a key component of this CREATE WP4
concept.
2- Given this new weather forecast, the ATC DST identifies weather hazards and defines several
“no-go” volumes. It is worth noting that this identification might also be provided by a third
party (such a weather provider) and not necessarily implemented in the ATC DST system itself.
Thus, the data with the “no-go” volumes could be provided to the ATC and AUs via SWIM
services, for instance.
3- The ground DST is able to up-link to each aircraft in the area of interest some basic
information on airspace sectorisation (i.e., geometrical characteristics of the sectors), with the
purpose to help aircraft to avoid planning trajectories non operationally sound from an ATC
point of view. The idea is to avoid having alternative trajectories that avoid the “no-go” areas,
but pose operational issues to ATC, such as for example over-flying a sector for a too short
period of time, or producing multiple entries/exits into the same sector, etc. This is illustrated
in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Not operationally sound alternative routes (inappropriate crossings with ATS sectors)

Figure 7: Operationally sound alternative routes

4- For each flight, several 4D alternative trajectories, that avoid these “no-go” areas and consider
airspace sectorisation, are computed (see Figure 8). As commented before, this computation
could be done entirely on-board, could be done at the AOC or could be a hybrid approach.

Figure 8: Potential RBT updates (alternative trajectories provided by the AUs for each concerned flight)
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5- All alternative 4D trajectories are sent to the ATC DST that:
a. assigns an environmental score to each alternative trajectory in a first stage; and
b. selects the “best” trajectory for each flight (Figure 9). This system has the global view
of the demand (i.e., alternative 4D trajectories) and the potential constraints at ATM
level (i.e., maximum capacity at the different ATS sectors).

Figure 9: Final solution provided by the ATC DST (updated RBT for each concerned flight)

6- By adding additional objective functions to the ATC DST algorithm and/or changing the
constraints of the problem, a multi-objective optimisation problem can be formulated and
several Pareto optimal solutions might be obtained. Thus, as a last step of this concept of
operations, trade-offs on different alternative solutions can be explored. In a real
implementation of the ATC DST this could be somehow automated or simplified to allow the
ATC to easily choose one solution among the Pareto optimal ones. Yet, for the sake of the
CREATE project, which aims to address the feasibility of this potential tool, this last step will
be important in order to explore trade-offs in detail along with sensitivity to certain constraints
or input variables.
It is worth nothing that, for each flight, selecting the “best” trajectory means selecting one trajectory
from the set of alternatives previously computed by the AU, but also allocating some potential delay
in the entry time of certain ATS sectors. This could be up-linked to the aircraft with the form of a
required time of arrival (RTA) at some waypoint along the route (alternatively, with a speed advisory).
In this way, for each flight, the AU will be able to compute how much delay can absorb, while flying
the selected trajectory, by reducing their nominal speed (linear holding). If this linear holding is not
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enough to achieve the RTA, then the aircraft will execute a holding pattern in order to incur with the
necessary extra delay to fulfil with the RTA (example of the green aircraft in the Figure 9).
Obviously, all potential delays shall observe all flight envelope constraints (namely fuel on board) and
shall be defined considering a certain degree of “fairness” at system level (i.e., not penalising a
particular aircraft too much for the sake of the other flights). In fact, delays (and therefore holdings)
will be somehow minimised by the ATS DST algorithm (depending how we choose the optimisation
criterion).
The same concept defined above can easily be used to avoid (or restrict flight in) “climate sensitive
volumes” (“green clouds” in Figure 10), such as volumes in the airspace where contrails are likely to be
formed, or where it is “critical” to emit certain pollutants. The fundamental difference with the “nogo” volumes defined before is that these sensitive areas can still accept some aircraft. Thus, they could
be considered as “reduced capacity” volumes by the ATC DST algorithm and some aircraft will be able
to cross them. Since this algorithm has the global picture, the decision of who can cross the area and
who shall fly an alternative trajectory will be taken considering a global objective function and also
some fairness considerations.

Figure 10: Extended problem with volumes of reduced capacity to consider climate sensitive regions.

It has been recognised that the framework could be applied to both lower altitude arrival and
departure ATM operations, which are related to air traffic flows within the Terminal Manoeuvring
Area (TMA), as well as to the higher altitude ATM operations, which are related to the en-route air
traffic. In the next chapters it shall be further explained what the specificities are between these two
categories of scenarios/use-cases. A detailed definition of the TMA and en-route use-cases shall be
discussed in a next deliverable within work package 5, as this is more related to the “Integration and
Validation” activities of the proposed CREATE WP4 concept of operations.
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3 WAAP development methodology
The WAAP is modelled by a set integrated modules, as shown in Figure 11. Section 3.1 aims at
describing the high-level purpose of each modules, along their interactions, while section 3.2 presents
the low-level details for each of the modules, including the description of the main interfaces between
them. Finally, Section 3.3 summarises the main assumptions and limitations of this methodology.

Figure 11: WAAP Optimisation framework
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High-level view of the WAAP framework
The process starts with the modules identified with white boxes in charge of generating the input data
for the system. The Meteorological data provider (MDP) and the Thunderstorm and contrail-zone
predictor (TCP) are external providers to the system. The active reference business trajectories
(aRBTs) (i.e., the last update of the RBT for each flight), which basically represents the traffic demand,
the sector definition (SD) and the sector capacities (SC) are available on ground and transferred to the
AUs if required.
After these first modules, which aim at providing the initial input data, the next module is the Aircraft
Filtering Process (ADP), in charge of filtering the flights of the indicated area of interest (AoI) and also
the flights which cross any thunderstorm or contrail area. All flights included in the AoI will be
considered, but the alternative trajectories will be requested only for the flights crossing some weather
conflicting area.
The Trajectory Optimisation (TO) module aims at simulating the AUs behaviour when they have to
provide alternative trajectories. The main goal of this module is to provide the alternative
trajectories that avoid the thunderstorm and contrails while minimising the impact to the airspace
users. Within CREATE, these alternative trajectories are modelled considering BADA4 and BADA 3.9
for the Aircraft Performance Model (APM). The output of this module is the set of all alternative
trajectories of all flights crossing the area of interest as illustrated in Figure 8. These trajectories are
supposed to be sent to the ground-based ATC DST in from of extended flight plan, i.e., list of waypoints
with an associated time of arrival.
Once all trajectories (in from of flight plan) are available, they are shared with the Trajectory
performance reconstruction (TPR). The purposes of this TPR are to reconstruct the full trajectory from
the flight plan, the creation of the trajectory sector list (TSL) that each trajectory is crossing and to
estimate the required performance data in order to be able to estimate the emissions of the indicated
trajectories (initial and alternative) in a later module. This module is called Trajectory Emissions
Calculator (TEC), which uses the available data of the engines for the estimation of the emissions.
Then, the Environmental Scores Method (ESM) module translates those emissions into environmental
scores which allows us to consider the environmental impact of all trajectories.
Once all the initial/alternative trajectories are available together with their environmental score, their
sector crossing list and the sector capacities are given, the Trajectory Selector (TS) is deployed. This
module aims at choosing one trajectory for each flight at the same time it ensures that the demand is
below the capacity for all the available sectors and contrail zones in the area of interest. Note that the
contrail zone is considered as an artificial sector with a given capacity in order to limit the amount of
flight in the region.
Finally, there is the Decision Making and Pareto Analysis (DMPA). It is possible to run the TS many
times considering different objectives and then evaluate the cross impact between different KPA/KPIs.
Thus, a Pareto analysis can be conducted in order to take conclusions and make decisions.
The final trajectories, along with the allocated delays, are supposed to be transferred to the AUs.
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Low-level definition of the WAAP framework modules
This section aims to introduce separately all the modules composing CREATE framework, defining the
data exchanged through the interfaces and any potential particularity. An overview of this is provided
in Table 2. Note Appendix A contains the detailed interface definition with the input and outputs of
each module, describing the data format, services and parameters needed.
Table 2: Overview of CREATE framework modules, their main interfaces and institutions developing them.
Output
Input module
Data (format)
Specifics
module
MDP
TO
1. Netcdf
N weather data files containing wind fields
(UNIPARTH) TMA - (CIRA)
and temperature and pressure levels for a
En route - (UPC)
set of time horizons.
TCP
TO
2. Ad-hoc thunderstorm
(UNIPARTH) TMA - (CIRA)
and Contrail sensitive
En route - (UPC)
areas file (.tca).

aRBT
TMA - (CIRA)
En route (NLR)

TO
TMA - (CIRA)
En route - (UPC)

SD
TMA - (CIRA)
En route (NLR)

TO
TMA - (CIRA)
En route - (UPC)
TPR
(NLR)

TO
TMA - (CIRA)
En route (UPC)

TPR
(NLR)

TPR
(NLR)

TEC
(NLR)

TPR
(NLR)
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TS
TMA - (CIRA)
En route - (UPCNLR)

Full file description in
Appendix A.1
3. Ad-hoc flight Plans file
(.fpl).
Full file description in
Appendix A.2
4. Ad-hoc airblock (.abl),
elementary sector (.esc),
airspace (.air), and opening
scheme (.osc) files.
Full files descriptions in
Appendix A.4

5. Ad-hoc candidate Flight
Plans file (.cfpl).
Full file description in
Appendix A.6
6. Ad-hoc 4D Trajectories
file, including fuel and
thrust (.trj).
Full file description in
Appendix A.7
7. Ad-hoc crossed sectors,
no-go areas and climate
sensitive (i.e., contrails)
areas file (.csa).

Initial flight plans

An airblock consists of a 2D definition of a
region (all altitudes considered), while an
elementary sector groups one or several
airblocks and specify altitude limitations
(min/max altitudes). Collapsed sectors are,
in turn, groupings of elementary sectors. A
sector configuration is a particular
operational grouping of elementary and/or
collapsed sectors. Finally, the opening
scheme defines, along the time, which
sector configuration is active (i.e., “open”).
Trajectories emulating the information
shared by the airspace users.

Trajectories enriched with additional data
to compute emissions.

List
of
Crossed
sectors
/no-go
areas/contrails (+time) crossed by the
trajectory.
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Output
module

Input module

Data (format)

Specifics

Full file description in
Appendix A.8
TEC
(NLR)

ESM
(ARIANET)
En route - (NLR)

8. Ad-hoc 4D trajectory
including emissions (.etrj).

ESM
TMA
(ARIANET)
En route (NLR)

TS
TMA - (CIRA)
En route - (UPCNLR)

9. Ad-hoc file with scores
per candidate trajectories
(.scr).

SC
TMA - (CIRA)
En route (NLR)

TS
TMA - (CIRA)
En route - (UPCNLR)

TS
TMA - (CIRA)
En route (UPC-NLR)

DMPA

DMPA

Aircraft

Trajectories extended with emissions

Full file description in
Appendix: A.9

Full file description in
Appendix A.10
10. Ad-hoc ATC sector and
climate sensitive areas
capacity file (.cap)
Full file description in
Appendix A.11
11. Ad-hoc file with several
solutions of resulting (i.e.,
selected) 4D trajectory per
aircraft (.res).
Full file description in
Appendix A.12
12. Ad-hoc
file
with
resulting (i.e., selected) 4D
trajectory per aircraft
(.res).

List of scores per flight

The capacity for the contrail areas may be
provided using a similar file.

One trajectory per flight must be chosen
with chosen value for the delay. Note: the
TS module can be configured either in the
restrictions or the objective function so
different solutions for the same output can
be provided.
One trajectory per flight must be chosen
after analysing the potential solutions
obtained by the same trajectories with
different configurations of the TS module.

Full file description in
Appendix A.12

3.2.1 MDP – Meteorological Data Provider
Aside from the identification of the contrail or thunderstorm regions, the meteorological conditions
are required in order to provide later optimal trajectories. Thus, this module aims at providing
meteorological information for the area of interest. The meteorological data is based on weather
ensembles, but finally only one ensemble is used. This ensemble selection may be done based on the
on-board sensors, selection the most similar weather ensemble with the measured information, etc.
This selection, based on on-board systems, is out of scope of the CREATE project and for the purposes
of the Project, the weather ensemble used for optimisation will be the mean of all the available
ensembles.
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The 4.2.2 version of the WRF-ARW model is exploited to produce a first guess of the future state of the
atmosphere over the area of interest. The model’s dynamical core is composed of a mass-based hybrid
terrain-following sigma (at lower levels) and isobaric (at upper levels) vertical coordinates, and a set of
non-hydrostatic primitive equations. In addition, there is a complete set of physical parameterisation
schemes, including those for the planetary boundary layer, radiation, land surface physics, cumulus
convection, and explicit mixed-phase cloud physics, to represent various physical processes in the
model and to close the model dynamic equations. The parameterisations used in this work are recalled
in Table 3, namely:
1- The WRF single-moment 6-classes scheme, a permitting convective scheme, representing
cloud microphysics processes (ice, snow and graupel)
2- The Kain-Fritsch cumulus convection scheme (only if the grid size is larger than 3 km, otherwise
no parameterisation is used)
3- The boundary layer parameterisation based on the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic scheme, for the
prognosis the of turbulent kinetic energy
4- The Noah Land Surface Model, also used by the NCEP/NCAR Air Force Weather Agency to
simulate land-surface processes
5- The ETA similarity surface layer scheme
WRF-ARW
scheme

Table 3: Physical parameterisations used for the WRF simulations

physical Description

Microphysics

WRF Single-Moment 6-class scheme (ice, snow and graupel processes)

Long wave radiation

RRTMG/GFDL

Short wave radiation

RRTMG/GFDL

Cumulus convection

Kain-Fritsch scheme (deep and shallow convection), if grid resolution > 3 km

Land surface

Noah Land Surface Model

Surface layer

Eta similarity (based on Monin-Obukhov theory)

Boundary layer

Mellor-Yamada-Janjic Eta operational scheme

Urban physics

Not used

41 vertical levels are used, with grid spacing increasing with height, from the surface up to the altitude
corresponding to an atmospheric pressure of 100 hPa, with the level closest to the ground located at
a height of about 12 m above ground level.
Since the WRF model is a limited area model, information at the boundaries needs to be provided by
an external source, e.g., forecasts from a larger model or global simulations; to this aim, we
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implemented the NWP system in a pseudo-forecast configuration, i.e., we feed the limited area model
with information from truly forecast data (valid at the time of initialisation) coming from the global
simulation, i.e., the NCEP Global Forecasting System (GFS). Information from the larger-scale global
GFS model is introduced every 3 h to provide better longwave representation not available via regional
data assimilation unable to use the full global set of observations.

3.2.1.1 Ensemble forecasting
To address uncertainty in the initial and lateral boundary conditions, perturbations are created using
the breeding (NMC) method. First, an estimate of climatological background errors is obtained, see
Equation (1).
! ≈ '′'′
!
$$$$$$$
$$$$$
! = ##

(1)

where the overbar denotes an average over time and/or geographical area. The true background error
! is not known but is assumed to be statistically well-represented by a model state perturbation "′. In
the standard NMC-method [32], the perturbation "′ is given by the difference between two forecasts
(T+24 minus T+12) verifying at the same time. Climatological estimates of background error are then
obtained by averaging such forecast differences over a period of time (one month).
Next, perturbations are added to initial input data WRF forecasts, namely, wind speed, temperature,
geopotential, and water vapor, using the climatological background errors matrix.
A data assimilation step is also introduced to exploit the availability of information on the local scale.
The background field of the NWP data assimilation system is the previous ensemble mean forecast. In
this partial cycling, a parallel cycle is started at a high time frequency (at least every 1 h) and
observations are assimilated over a time window of 6 h. Data assimilation includes local observations,
e.g., satellite, radar and conventional surface and upper-air observations. After parallel spin up,
assimilation cycles are run for the next 12 h, and the 1-h forecasts from the parallel cycle are
substituted for those from the primary cycle as the background field for the next data assimilation
cycle. Lateral boundary conditions are specified from new GFS model runs initialised every 6 h.

3.2.2 TCP – Thunderstorm and Contrail-zone Predictor
This module aims at identifying regions where there are contrails and/or thunderstorms. The module
provides the envelope of those regions for a specific instant of time. These envelopes must be valid for
a period of time. Thus, two times are identified: 1) the time where the prediction is done, and 2) the
time window when the prediction is valid.
For the case of thunderstorms, only the horizontal envelope is required since aircraft trajectories will
avoid them laterally (i.e., all altitudes are considered). However, for the contrails, the TCP should
identify the lateral envelope as well as the minimum and maximum altitude. In other words, the
contrail regions will be 3D volumes.

3.2.2.1 Thunderstorm no-fly zones
The TO module of the CREATE framework is triggered by the identification of thunderstorm related
NFZ which require the original flight plan to be updated. Based on the EWF the most unstable
convective available potential energy (MU-CAPE) method is used to determine the thunderstorm
conditions. This is the potential energy of a parcel originating from the most unstable model level in
the lowest 180 hPa using as stability criterion the highest mixing ratio. MU-CAPE is calculated by
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integrating vertically the local buoyancy of a parcel from the starting level to the equilibrium level, see
Equation (2):
%!

0!,# − 0!,$
MU − CAPE = - . /
1 23
0!,$

(2)

%"

where zs is the height of the starting level of and zt the height of the equilibrium level (neutral
buoyancy), 0!,# the virtual potential temperature of an air parcel and 0!,$ the virtual potential
temperature of ambient air. g is the acceleration due to gravity. This integral is the work done by the
buoyant force minus the work done against gravity, hence it's the excess energy that can become
kinetic energy. A thunderstorm is defined if MU-CAPE > MU-CAPEcrit, where MU-CAPEcrit is a critical
threshold level for which a severe thunderstorm form. Since MU-CAPE is an integral along the vertical
direction, information on the vertical distribution of thunderstorms is lost.

3.2.2.2 Contrail-sensitive areas
According to [33], the Schmidt-Appleman criterion (SAC) from the thermodynamic theory has been
applied to select contrail-sensitive areas. Given the thermodynamic atmospheric conditions
(temperature, air pressure and relative humidity) from the ensemble Numerical Weather Prediction
system, and aircraft-specific parameters (fuel emission index, specific combustion heat and aircraft
propulsive index), the SAC theory predicts conditions at which contrails can form.
First, the critical temperature, Tc, i.e., the maximum temperature for which condensation can occur, is
calculated. Schumann (1996) provides a simple approximation to this temperature, given by the
Equation (3) with G is in Pa/K and Tc in °C;

)" = −46.46 + 9.4312(4 − 0.053) + 0.72[12(4 − 0.053)]#

(3)

G is the gradient of the liquid/solid saturation water vapor, see Figure 12. Schumann (1996) showed
that G is given by Equation (4).

4=

<= ∙ ?$% ∙ @
AB(1 − D)

(4)

Where 4#& is the heat capacity at constant pressure of moist air; 56, the emission index; 7 = 0.622,
the ratio of molecular masses of water and dry air; < = 4.32 × 10' , the specific combustion heat, and
A = 0.3, the propulsive efficiency. q and p are the specific humidity and air pressure, respectively.
Since the value of G and thus Tc,rh, the temperature at which contrails form at the actual relative
humidity, depend on the atmospheric characteristics (q and p) and thus altitude, , Tc,rh can be calculated
for each vertical level according to the SAC theory. In this manner, the minimum and maximum height
at which contrails are persistent is calculated for each model grid column.
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Figure 12: Thermodynamics of contrail formation.

Note: for graph of Figure 12, for a given atmospheric temperature and pressure, exhaust nozzle gases
mix with ambient air following conditions represented by a strength line. Additionally, for a given
slope, the green line represents the critical conditions.

3.2.3 aRBT – Active Reference Business Trajectories
Active reference business trajectories (aRBT) module is aimed to provide the initial (nominal) Flight
Plans corresponding to the traffic crossing a given area of interest. This area will be defined as part of
the validation activities of the CREATE project (Task 5.3), although some initial candidate scenarios are
presented below: the Naples Capodichino airport and the north Atlantic region for the TMA and enroute frameworks, respectively.
This module provides the extended information about initial intentions of the airspace users. The
extended flight plan should be a 4D representation of the trajectory, so at any time it should be
possible to know the 3D position of the aircraft that follows a specific trajectory. All FP will be available
in the CREATE WP4 concept.
This module provides its output as elaborated off-line and consisting in the dataflow n. 3 indicated in
the Interface Definition section 5 and related Annex section 6.2 defining the Flight Plans
".fpl" data format.
This module does not have inputs since the needed inputs are derived from literature and/or publicly
available databases and websites addressing typical commercial vehicles flight plans.

3.2.3.1 TMA framework
Naples Capodichino (ICAO Code: LIRN) is a European airport located in a thunderstorm-sensitive area.
The candidate zone wherein the FP will be assigned consists of an area extending for about 40,000
km2 on the surface and vertically extending between 17,000 ft and 3,500 ft, including the airspace
addressed by Naples ATC for the approach/departure operations in the TMA and extending to a size
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able to include the routes, the navaids, and the significant waypoints corresponding to the STARs
(Standard Arrival Routes) and the SIDs (Standard Instrument Departure Routes).
The assigned FPs will take into account usual paths assigned to aircraft approaching and departing
to/from the airport. In order to allow consideration of the most advanced environmentally friendly
procedures, the conventional flight plans that will be found in literature and/or available data bases
will be converted, if possible, in corresponding Curved Continuous Descent and Climb trajectories, so
that the Trajectory Optimisation (TO) module will receive in input as nominal FP the continuous
descent/climb related flight plans optimised with respect to the fuel consumption. Specifically, based
on acquired and elaborated data from ATM operations domain in both Arrival and Departure phases,
the algorithm first calculates the reference trajectory intercepting the glide path angle and the climb
angle. Here a set of fly-by waypoints and recommended NavAids are fixed. The reference trajectory
generation is based on known waypoints. Then, once the angle for the reference trajectory has been
fixed, a set of CDAs and CCAs trajectories are automatically generated and compared to the
conventional path. Different curved and continuous descent and climb trajectories will result from
variation of associated flight path angle and scenarios.

3.2.3.2 En-route framework
The initial candidate scenario to validate the en-route framework is the North Atlantic region. The FP
module will provide the initial (nominal) Flight Plans including North Atlantic Track System (NATS)
procedures, also known as the Organised Track System (OTS),
The assigned FP will be based on reference flights which operate on the OTS. The reference flights are
chosen in such a manner that they go through the areas related to the interesting
meteorological/climate phenomena, i.e., thunderstorm areas and contrail forming regions (CFR).
Potential candidate flight plans could be based on reference flights from Amsterdam Schiphol Airport
(ICAO Code: EHAM) to Minneapolis–Saint Paul International Airport (ICAO Code: KMSP) or Chicago
O'Hare International Airport (ICAO Code: KORD). These flight plans will consist of waypoints which
correspond to the specific OTS which are operated on the specific date/time of the reference flights.

3.2.4 SD – Sector Definition
The Sector Definition (SD) module is aimed to provide the typical geometric/geographic specification
of the sectors for the area of interest. The definition of the sectors will address their 2D specification
as well as the association of altitude limits for the indicated 2D sectors, as derived from available data
or from assumptions made about the sectorisation in the area of interest. The sectors may be defined
based on airblocks.
This module provides its output as elaborated off-line and consisting in the dataflow n. 4 indicated in
the Interface Definition section 5 and related Annex sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 defining respectively
the Airblock file “.abl”, Elementary sector file “.esc”, Airspace file “.air”, Opening scheme “.osc” data
format.
This module does not have inputs, because the needed inputs are derived from literature and/or
publicly available databases and websites addressing typical sectorisations with reference if available
to the areas of interest (if not available, proper assumptions will be made).
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Note that over the North Atlantic Ocean (i.e., en-route framework) there are no airspace sectors
defined. Different ATC officers handle different tracks of the OTS within their ACC. Therefore, the
sectorisation will only be considered for those airspace sectors which are between the TMA of the
arrival/departure airport and the start/end points of the OTS.

3.2.5 TO – Trajectory Optimisation
The Trajectory Optimisation (TO) module is aimed to calculate the alternative trajectories that avoid
the weather related no-fly zones assigned in input to TO module from the TCP module while minimising
the impact to the airspace users.

3.2.5.1 TMA framework
For the specific TMA application, relevant weather related no-fly zones expected to be provided in
input to the TO module will be mainly based on thunderstorms related no-fly zones and may also be
motivated by other dangerous weather phenomena such as heavy winds, heavy rain and snow
(contrails are expected to be not applicable in TMA), as indicated in the CREATE deliverable document
D2.2.
The weather related no-fly zones will be received in terms of their geometric/geographic polygonal
characterisation, as indicated in the description of the data format ".tca" in section 6.1. For
thunderstorms the altitude is considered as infinite, as indicated in section 6.1, so the NFZ
representation is basically a 2D polygon.
The TO module includes two inner processes (sub-modules):
•

the Aircraft Filtering Process (AFP) sub-module;

•

the Aircraft Performance Model (APM) sub-module.

The Aircraft Filtering Process (AFP) sub-module is in charge of two tasks:
•

filtering the flights expected to cross the addressed area of interest, i.e., for the specific
application here considered the Naples Capodichino TMA area, in order to identify the flights
which are expected to cross any assigned weather related no-fly zone;

•

calculating the alternative trajectories for the aircrafts for which it has been detected a
predicted crossing of one or more weather related no-fly zone.

The AFP sub-module, therefore, will first perform the check of existing conflicts (i.e., crossing) of the
vehicles assigned Flight Plans with respect to the assigned weather related no-fly zones (NFZ). This
check will be implemented by means of calculation of the intersection, if existing, of the piecewise
trajectory associated to each assigned flight plan received in input with respect to each weather
related no-fly zone. The vertical extension of the NFZ is expected to be infinite, therefore the check
will be performed in 2D, i.e., considering the 2D section shape of the NFZ and the 2D projection of the
assigned Flight Plans.
Based on the check above described, then, for each aircraft whose nominal trajectory is detected to
conflict with one or more NFZ, two alternative routes will be calculated. The calculation will be
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performed based on the application of dedicated algorithm aimed to define alternative trajectories
(usually two alternative trajectories) according to the following objectives and constraints:
•

the alternative trajectories will avoid the conflicting NFZ (one or more);

•

the alternative trajectories will minimise the deviation from the original path;

•

the alternative trajectories will be calculated in the 2D framework and after that the vertical
profile will be associated to them;

•

the alternative trajectories will have minimum curvature radius in the 2D framework that will
comply with the nominal performances of the considered aircraft;

•

the alternative trajectories will have vertical flight path angle envelope that will comply with
the nominal performances of the considered aircraft.

These alternative trajectories will constitute the Candidate Flight Plans for the modification of the
original one in order to avoid the conflicting NFZ for the considered aircraft in compliance with the
assigned objectives and constraints above summarised.
In order to allow consideration of the needed aircraft performances, the related data will be derived
from BADA 3.9 database and in particular such data will be provided in input to the AFP submodule by
the Aircraft Performance Model (APM) submodule.
Therefore, in summary, the Trajectory Optimisation (TO) module evaluates whether the flight plan
needs to be rescheduled due to weather hazard or not. Therefore, if necessary, a new trajectory is
generated that avoids the risk area and, in compliance with certain aeronautical constraints, minimises
the space travelled by the aircraft. In addition, a second trajectory is generated, as a possible
alternative, to account for the sectors capacities and the environmental criticalities, bypassing thus the
weather hazard on both sides. Furthermore, as planned, the module will consider several aircraft and
multiple risk areas at the same time.
Finally, the risk zone will be simulated with a volume of infinite height. A dedicated algorithm will
generate portions of the flight plans to be rescheduled, each consisting of two trajectories tangent to
the surface of the considered volume (one approaching the risk zone, the other moving away),
connected by a curve very close to this volume.
The Workflow in Figure 13 summarises what has just been reported. In particular, after considering all
weather hazards, the AFP sub-module associates one of the following three labels with each flight plan:
1) Critical Hazard
2) Flight Plan Replanning
3) No Action
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Figure 14: Aircraft Filtering Process (AFP) Workflow

The last two labels encode features already described while the first, i.e., “Critical Hazard”, occurs in
the following three cases:
a) The weather hazard covers the entire flight plan; a low probability event but anyway possible.
b) The weather hazard covers or is too close to the airport.
In these cases, it may be necessary to change the destination airport and, for the first case, it will not
be possible to use any portion of the original flight plan.
c) The weather hazard covers the initial part of the flight plan; in fact, this is a fictitious problem
because it is caused by the separation between en-route and TMA phases. Therefore, action
should be taken on the junction between the two zones.
The TO module receives in input the data flows n. 1, n. 2, n. 3 and n. 4 indicated in the Interface
Definition section 5 and related Annex sections 6.1 defining the Thunderstorm and Contrail sensitive
areas file “.tca” data format, 6.2 defining the Flight Plans “.fpl” data format, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 defining
respectively the Airblock file “.abl”, Elementary sector file “.esc”, Airspace file “.air”, Opening scheme
“.osc” data format.
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The TO module provides as output the Candidate Flight Plans dataflow n. 5 indicated in the Interface
Definition section 5 and related Annex section 6.7 defining the ".cfpl" data format.

3.2.5.2 En route framework
The core 4D trajectory generation module for the en-route scenarios will be provided by UPC with
DYNAMO, an aircraft trajectory prediction and optimisation engine capable to rapidly compute
trajectories using realistic and accurate weather and aircraft performance data. DYNAMO is based on
an aircraft point-mass model (3 degree of freedom) and its design enables it to be used on real-time
applications and/or when a large set of trajectories needs to be rapidly generated for simulation or
benchmarking purposes. Moreover, DYNAMO is highly flexible and configurable and allows the user to
easily specify a great variety of constraints and objective functions.
DYNAMO decouples the generation of the lateral and vertical profiles. The lateral trajectory (route)
prediction/optimisation module is in charge of generating the sequence of waypoints from origin to
destination (i.e., the route), starting from some guessed altitude and speed profiles. Subsequently, the
vertical profile prediction/optimisation module is launched assuming a fixed and known route. This
process is iterated several times until an acceptable (optimal) trajectory is found. For the lateral
optimisation DYNAMO uses an A* algorithm, a well-known method to find the optimal path in a graph.
For the vertical optimisation, an optimal control problem is formulated and can be solved with two
different methods: discretizing the problem and solving it by using commercial-off-the-shelf nonlinear
programming (NLP) solvers; or using pre-computed look-up tables, which can be generated with
DYNAMO as well or taken from an external source. The former approach allows more flexibility to
define complex optimisation constraints, but might present algorithm stability issues due to the
problem non-linearities. In this context, the latter approach is much more stable and robust allowing
as well to speed-up the computation time making it appealing for on-board real-time applications.
However, defining constraints might be complex. Depending on the application, DYNAMO can be
configured to use one method or the other, or even a hybrid approach. The required inputs for
DYNAMO are grouped and summarised as follows:
•

Aircraft performance data: DYNAMO can accept different aircraft performance models, such
those developed by EUROCONTROL in the BADA v3.x or BADA v4.x models; data derived by
performance tools provided by aircraft manufacturers (such as Airbus PEP or Boeing BCOP); or
data directly coming from flight tests. In this context, a virtue of DYNAMO is that it accepts
performance data in tabular form and it automatically and transparently handles these data
to generate numerically friendly continuous and differentiable functions (using splines), which
are required by most NLP solvers.

•

Weather data: DYNAMO can predict/optimise aircraft trajectories using weather models of
various complexity, from the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) or Hellmann wind
power-law models, useful for initial assessments or benchmarking; to real weather data
provided in GRIdded Binary (GRIB) format or netcdf, which is also handled automatically to
generate continuous and differentiable functions for the NLP solvers.

•

Aircraft operator (airline) parameters/constraints: including basic parameters such as the
cost index, payload or flight plan restrictions/preferences; or more complex structures such as
a user-defined objective function.
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•

ATM concept of operations: specifying how the route and the vertical trajectory can be
generated, allowing to model (current) realistic operational procedures taking into account
the coexistence of structured route networks with free route areas, flight level allocation and
orientation schemes, heterogeneous constraints on speeds and altitude profiles, route or
altitude availability/constraints, etc.; or alternative (and futuristic/hypothetical) concepts,
such as unconstrained continuous cruise climbs and/or full free route concepts.

For more details on this software the reader is referred to [34] and the references herein. In the context
of CREATE, several new functionalities will have to be developed to Dynamo, such as for instance the
generation of not only a single (optimal) trajectory, but a set of (sub-optimal) alternative trajectories,
or the inclusion of new objective functions and/or optimisation constraints in order to take into
account aspects related to weather or environmental impact.

3.2.6 TPR – Trajectory Performance Reconstruction
The Trajectory Performance Reconstruction (TPR) module is aimed to reconstruct the candidate
optimised flight plans which are output from the TO module. The TPR takes the waypoints including
estimated times over (ETO), Indicated Air Speeds (IAS) and/or Mach numbers, and pressure altitudes.
In addition to this information the aircraft type, engines, and aircraft mass needs to be known. This
information is then integrated and the candidate trajectories will be simulated within the TPR module,
using NLR's ATM fast-time simulation (FTS) tool Traffic Manager (TMX). The output of the FTS is a
detailed 4D trajectory, including aircraft performance such as fuel consumption and thrust profile.
Additionally, a list of Crossed sectors /no-go areas/contrails (+time) crossed by the trajectory will be
provided.
The TPR module receives in input the data flows n. 4 and n. 5 indicated in the Interface Definition
section 5 and related Annex 6.2 defining the ".fpl" data format and section 6.4 defining the ".esc"
data format.
The TPR module provides as output dataflow n. 6 indicated in the Interface Definition section 5:
•

"4D Trajectories including fuel and thrust" related to Annex section 6.8 defining the ".trj" data
format

•

"Crossed sectors /no-go areas/contrails" related to Annex section 6.9 defining the ".csa" data
format.

3.2.7 TEC – Trajectory Emissions Calculator
The Trajectory Emissions Calculator (TEC) module is aimed to reconstruct the emissions of the 4D
trajectories which follow from the TPR module. The emissions will be calculated from the engine
certification emissions tables which are applicable to the aircraft of a given candidate optimised
trajectory.
The TEC module receives in input the data flows n. 1 and n. 6 indicated in the Interface Definition
section 5 and related to the meteorological input and Annex 6.8 defining the ".trj" data format.
The TEC module provides as output the extended trajectory dataflow n. 7 indicated in the Interface
Definition section 5 and related Annex section 6.10 defining the ".etrj" data format.
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3.2.8 ESM – Environmental Scores method
This module aims to provide an environmental score for each of the candidate aircraft trajectories.
The trajectories with the associated calculated score, will be ultimately passed to the TS module. Next
a high-level description of this module is provided, particularised for the TMA and en-route
frameworks. It should be noted, however, that a low-level description of this module will be given in
Deliverable D5.1.

3.2.8.1 TMA framework
For the TMA framework, each aircraft trajectory is divided into segments, each one with the related
portion of the emissions. The fate of those emissions in the atmosphere is then followed along multiple
Lagrangian "environmental trajectories", calculated on the basis of current 3D meteorology and
turbulence fields. The spread of each trajectory set gives an indication of the diffusion potential of the
atmosphere at that time and location, and the environmental score of the aircraft trajectory is
calculated as the sum of the spreads associated to all segments.

3.2.8.2 En route framework
The ESM for en-route takes both CO2 and non-CO2 effects into account. Most important to identify is
that the climate impact of CO2 is directly related to emission amount and independent of time and
place of emission, whereas the climate effect of non-CO2 emissions is highly dependent on time and
location of emission, due to the complex interaction with background concentration and influence of
atmospheric characteristics and engine characteristics. The impact of contrails can be linked to the
likelihood of flying through contrail formation zones, and the impact of NOx emissions is dependent
on NOx background concentrations and engine characteristics. A trajectory with reduced CO2
emissions can result in increased non-CO2 climate impacts, e.g., because it will likely fly through CFR’s
or because lower CO2 emissions are due to increased engine efficiency which leads to increased NOx
emissions. Furthermore, the time horizon of the impacts of CO2 and non-CO2 impacts vary, which is
taken into account as well. The ESM for en-route takes all these variables into account and weighs
these impacts into a final environmental score.

3.2.9 SC – Sector Capacity
The Sector Capacity (SC) module is aimed to provide the typical capacity assigned to the sectors for
the particular area of interest that have been defined by the Sectors Definition (SD) module. The
definition of the sectors capacity will be derived from available data or from assumptions made about
the area of interest.
This module provides its output as elaborated off-line and consisting in the dataflow n. 10 indicated in
the Interface Definition section 5 and related Annex section 6.12 defining the Capacity file ".cap" data
format.
This module does not have inputs because the needed inputs are derived from the outputs of the SD
module (elaborated off-line) and from literature and/or publicly available databases and websites.

3.2.10 TS – Trajectory selector
Based on the nominal (unchanged) trajectories of aircrafts not affected by conflict with weather NFZ,
on the alternative trajectories with their associated environmental score for aircrafts whose nominal
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trajectory needed to be changed due to infringement of weather related NFZ, on the sector crossing
of all such trajectories, and on the considered sectors capacities, the Weather avoidance for (extended)
ATC planning module is aimed to select the most suitable alternative trajectory for each and all flights
whose initial flight plans were detected to cross weather related NFZ.
The selection is based on the evaluation performed by the TS module of compliance of the selected
alternative trajectory (for each aircraft) with the following constraint related to the whole set of
aircraft for which a trajectory modification has been needed: for each and all sectors, the resulting
traffic demand shall be below the assigned capacity for all the available sectors and contrail zones in
the area of interest.
For the specific case of TMA operations, it may be considered that, if the sectors capacity constraint
above-indicated cannot be met, one or more aircraft can be diverted to another airport, so that also
indication of flight diversion to alternate airport is a possible outcome of the process implemented by
the TS module.
For each alternative trajectory selected for the aircraft of interest, the TS module also calculates the
associated expected delay with respect to the nominal one.
The algorithm will perform the selection of the most suitable candidate flight plan for each and every
aircraft by considering a weighted mean of the associated scores to each candidate trajectory based
on both the environmental score associated to the trajectory and the sector capacity resulting from
the associated path execution.
The TS module receives in input the dataflows n. 7, n. 9 and n. 10 indicated in the Interface Definition
section 5 and related Annex sections 6.9 defining the Crossed sectors /no-go areas/contrails file ".csa",
data format, 6.11 defining the Scores per candidate trajectories “.scr” data format and 6.12 defining
the Capacity file “.cap” data format.
The TO module provides as output the Candidate Flight Plans dataflow n. 11 indicated in the Interface
Definition section 5 and related Annex section 6.13 defining the ".res" data format. The exact
mathematical formulation of this trajectory selection process, along with low-level details, will be given
in Deliverable D5.2.

3.2.11DMPA – Decision Making and Pareto front Analysis
A collection of optimum solutions that are equally acceptable from a mathematical perspective (the
Pareto optimal solutions) can be found in a multi-objective optimisation problem. In order to choose
one final solution (or a subset of options), the Pareto optimal solutions must be ranked according to
the decision maker(s)' preferences (DM).
A common method for determining the preferred Pareto solution is to apply a weight (or scalarisation
constant) to each individual criterion, which represents their priority or relative significance. The
separate optimisation objectives are then generally added together in a linearly weighted total, giving
a single compound optimisation criterion that may be addressed using normal (single-objective)
optimisation procedures.
Although the weighting technique is vastly used because of its simplicity, there also some drawbacks
to be considered. The first drawback is that determining the exact numbers for the different weights
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(if done beforehand) is a difficult process, as they are dependent either on the user's sometimes hazy
intuition about the relative significance of various factors, or on trial-and-error experimentation with
different weighting values. Another issue is that after they've been defined, the optimisation algorithm
will choose the optimal solution for that specific set of weights, ignoring the possibility of finding
alternative solutions that could represent a better trade-off between all the other criteria.
For this reason, a posteriori sensitivity study is common in this context. However, changing the
weighting vectors linearly does not guarantee that the values of the objective functions change linearly
as well, making these sensitivity studies difficult to execute. Furthermore, when dealing with nonlinear constraints or objective functions, this technique has the drawback of being unable to discover
solutions in a non-convex region of the Pareto front [35]. In addition, more difficulties arise when
objective functions involve summations/subtractions of terms representing different magnitudes,
especially when the scales in the units of measurement are very different. Nevertheless, this may be
addressed in part by normalising the different parameters such that they all relate to the same scale.
This module consists of the sensitivity analysis of the weighting parameters considered in the cost
function of the preceding TS module. It will evaluate the Pareto solutions analysing the trade-off
between different KPIs. A set of plots will be provided in order to support the final choice of the optimal
solution based on expert judgement.

WAAP framework limitations and assumptions
Taking into account the exploratory nature of the CREATE project and its aimed maturity level, the
proposed framework is built considering several assumptions and shows some (known) limitations. It
is important to stress the fact that the adoption of this assumptions and limitations is sought in order
to focus on the potential of the research proposal rather than the tangible implementation in the
current ATM context.

3.3.1 General limitations and assumptions
Table 4 shows a list of limitations and assumptions that are not specific to a particular module of the
create framework but are rather general and affect to the whole concept.
Table 4: General limitations and assumptions

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-GEN-01

Only Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR) traffic is considered in the,
neglecting Visual Flight Rules (VFR) traffic.
Only civil operations are considered.
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) and Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) operations are not considered.
Only nominal flight operations are considered: contingency or
emergency procedures are not taken into account.
ANSP coordination procedures are not taken into account.
It is assumed that the ATS sectorisation in place and the declared
capacity per sector are given.

LIM-CREATE-GEN-02
LIM-CREATE-GEN-03
LIM-CREATE-GEN-04
LIM-CREATE-GEN-05
LIM-CREATE-GEN-06
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LIM-CREATE-GEN-07

The technologies required to uplink/downlink the data between the
ground and air sides are out of the scope of the CREATE project.

3.3.2 MDP – Limitations and assumptions
The meteorological data provider tool is based on an advanced numerical weather ensemble
prediction system; therefore, this tool reflects the limitations and assumptions typical of the actual
implementation of such a system. These are summarised in Table 5.
Specifically, the use of meteorological data from numerical weather ensemble prediction systems
contains several elements of uncertainties coming from different sources, as depicted by the three
first assumptions of Table 5. Furthermore, the processing of ensemble data is kept at a somewhat
simplified level in this prototype (LIM-CREATE-MDP-04). Finally, in the process of data assimilation, the
correct specification of matrix B is of fundamental importance (see equation 1). In a higher TLR level,
proper attention must be paid to the formulation of the assimilation process (LIM-CREATE-MDP-05).
Table 5: Limitations and assumptions for the MDP component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-MDP-01

The actual formulation of model equations and their numerical
implementation, e.g., assumptions about model equations and
simplifications, coordinate system choice, discretisation, horizontal
and vertical resolution.
Parameterisation schemes, e.g., parameterisation of convective
phenomena, land surface processes, treatment of turbulent
phenomena within the boundary layer, aerosol processes and
microphysics, radiative processes
Initial and boundary conditions set up
The average over the ensemble members is considered, without any
further elaboration concerning, for example, the interdependence
between the members
In-depth studies have not been conducted on the representativeness
of matrix B of equation 1.

LIM-CREATE-MDP-02

LIM-CREATE-MDP-03
LIM-CREATE-MDP-04
LIM-CREATE-MDP-05

3.3.3 TCP - limitations and assumptions
Thunderstorm and contrail-sensitive regions detection is based on the post-processing of
meteorological data. Here, we assumed a specific methodology for thunderstorm detection and
contrail-sensitive areas, as summarised in Table 6.
The use of CAPE does not allow to distinguish among the vertical distribution of thunderstorm, so that
route optimisation can only be applied through lateral displacements, without taking into account the
possibility of vertically avoiding the storm. The critical value for CAPE may depend on the grid
resolution used by the model.
There are still some open questions concerning contrail occurrence, persistence, and spreading, that
lead to uncertainties in the contrail detection. For example, the dependency on air mass lifting and
wind shear is still not well understood.
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Table 6: Limitations and assumptions for the TCP component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-TCP-01

Thunderstorm detection based on convective available potential
energy (CAPE), and SAC theory for contrail-sensitive areas.
Contrail-sensitive areas detection based on SAC theory.

LIM-CREATE-TCP-02

3.3.4 aRBT - limitations and assumptions
As mentioned previously in section 3.2.3, this module provides the extended information about initial
intentions of the airspace users. In the context of the CREATE project, the needed inputs are derived
from historical flight plan data. This can be done via the EUROCONTROL DDR23 flight plan database
with flights selected via EUROCONTROL NEST4 tool, or via publicly available databases with
representative flight plans with the outputs provided as a result of off-line processing. Table 7
summarises this assumption. Deliverable D5.1 provides more detailed information about the aRBT
flights selection.
Table 7: Limitations and assumptions for the aRBT component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-aRBT-01

Initial demand (i.e., intentions from airspace users) taken from
literature or publicly available databases.

3.3.5 SD - limitations and assumptions
As regards the TMA phase, it is necessary to clarify what are the characteristics of the identified area,
Capodichino TMA, which is characterised by an area of about 40,000 km2 resulting from the
approximation in a rectangle of the Naples CTR zone 2 and with an extension vertical ranging from
17000 ft up to a 3500 ft. The latitude margins range will be from 40.07 up to 41.54 degrees and the
longitude from 13.07 up to 15.53 degrees. In order to extend the area up to the whole Campania
Region for better including potential different weather conditions, and more extended zone will be
considered, whose limits will be from 40.00 up to 41.58 degrees’ latitude and 12.94 up to 15.69
degrees’ longitude. Table 8 summarises this assumption.
Table 8: Limitations and assumptions for the SD component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-SD-01

TMA area in Capodichino approximated by a rectangle.

3.3.6 TO - limitations and assumptions
As previously stated, there are two trajectory optimisation (TO) tools, depending on whether they are
used for en-route or TMA. The module for en-route is based on c++ (section 3.2.5) and the TO module
for TMA will be built instead in Matlab® Environment. The assumptions and limitations that are
adopted with regards to the TO modules are given in Table 9.

3
4

https://www.eurocontrol.int/ddr
https://www.eurocontrol.int/model/network-strategic-modelling-tool
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Table 9: Limitations and assumptions for the TO component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-TO-01

For the en-route TO, the lateral route and vertical profile optimisation
processes are decoupled. That is, the TO first generates the optimal
route (sequence of waypoints) by using the wind and fuel flow at
“guess” altitude. The fuel flow is computed using a “guess” mass and
the optimal cruise speed for these flight conditions. Then, the route
is fixed and the optimal vertical profile (altitude and speed) is
computed. This vertical profile optimisation is not applicable in TMA.
The lateral route optimisation is performed only within the Area of
Interest. The route segments outside the Area of Interest are fixed to
those initially planned by the airspace user.
The lateral route optimisation is performed minimising the deviation
with respect to initially planned by the airspace users.
The meteorological data whose validity hour is closest to the time
stamp of the simulation update is used to model the weather during
the remaining trajectory, regardless of the duration of the flight. In
other words, the weather is assumed to be a function of latitude,
longitude and altitude, but not time. This assumption would lead to a
loss of accuracy for long flights, where the weather at the end of the
trajectory will be modelled for that corresponding at the update time.
Eurocontrol’s BADA 4 for en-route, and BADA 3.9 for TMA will be used
to model the aircraft performance. For those flights which ICAO code
does not match any aircraft performance model included in BADA,
the most similar BADA model has been adopted. This match is
performed by using clustering techniques.
Helicopters, turbo-propelled aircraft and piston engine aircraft are
not considered.
The mass of the Aircraft calculated by the TO will be provided to the
downstream modules although it is not currently distributed within
the flight plan.

LIM-CREATE-TO-02
LIM-CREATE-TO-03
LIM-CREATE-TO-04

LIM-CREATE-TO-05

LIM-CREATE-TO-06
LIM-CREATE-TO-07

3.3.7 TPR - limitations and assumptions
The Trajectory Performance Reconstruction (TPR) module reconstructs complete trajectories from the
candidate flight plans that are downloaded to the ground system. Table 10 summarises the
assumptions and limitations that apply to the TPR module.
Table 10: Limitations and assumptions for the TPR component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-TPR-01

The Traffic Manager (TMX) simulation tool will be used to generate
the trajectory from each candidate flight plan.
The flight plan will consist of all the waypoints from present position
of the aircraft till the runway at the destination airport.

LIM-CREATE-TPR-02
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LIM-CREATE-TPR-03
LIM-CREATE-TPR-04
LIM-CREATE-TPR-05
LIM-CREATE-TPR-06
LIM-CREATE-TPR-07

The flight plan should also include vertical profile points like top of
climb and top of descent, but also speed change points like the CASMach crossover point.
For the performance calculations also the current aircraft mass must
be provided. If available the calculated mass at each waypoint should
also be provided.
For en-route BADA 4.2 will be used to model the aircraft performance
and for TMA BADA 3.9. For aircraft types that are not available in the
specific BADA set, the closest match for that aircraft type will be used.
Trajectory points will be generated at a 10 seconds interval along the
flight path.
At each trajectory point the position, altitude, airspeed,
groundspeed, engine thrust, fuel flow, temperature and water vapor
will be calculated.

3.3.8 TEC - limitations and assumptions
The Trajectory Emissions Calculator (TEC) reconstructs the emissions of the 4D trajectories which
follow from the TPR module. Table 11 summarises the assumptions and limitations that apply to this
module.
Table 11: Limitations and assumptions for the TEC component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-TEC-01

The emissions will be calculated from the engine certification
emissions tables which are applicable to the aircraft for each given
candidate optimised trajectory
The reported fuel flows of the ICAO engine emissions databank are
presented for each LTO cycle phase and is based on sea level static
information at fixed power settings
Meteorological limitations and assumptions from the MDP apply
which affect the calculation of the trajectory emissions

LIM-CREATE-TEC-02
LIM-CREATE-TEC-03

3.3.9 ESM - limitations and assumptions
This module provides an environmental score for each of the candidate aircraft trajectories. The
trajectories with the associated calculated score, will be passed to the TS module. For the calculation
of the environmental score, several assumptions are done and summarised in Table 12.
Table 12: Limitations and assumptions for the ESM component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-ESM-01

Below 6000ft around an airport priority is given to the noise score of
the trajectory, and above this altitude priority is given to the CO2
emissions of the flight. This policy has been derived from ongoing
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LIM-CREATE-ESM-02
LIM-CREATE-ESM-03
LIM-CREATE-ESM-04

LIM-CREATE-ESM-05

research activities concerning the Dutch Airspace Redesign
Programme (DARP) in which NLR is involved. [36]
The trade-off between non-CO2 and CO2 emissions is individually
assessed for each flight phase of a candidate trajectory after which a
total environmental score is determined
Due to the uncertainty in Non-CO2 emissions impact calculation, nonCO2 emissions impact scoring is limited to potential contrail formation
and NOx emissions
In the TMA the focus is to reduce emissions at altitudes up to 3000ft.
The aim is to improve Local Air Quality (LAQ) and these calculations
are performed through a Lagrangian method and are limited to the
airport area
For en-route the focus is to reduce the emissions in climate-sensitive
areas. The Lagrangian method related to LAQ will not be applied here
because it considers assumptions which are only valid for low
altitudes below 3000ft and is mainly relevant for populated areas.
Therefore, LAQ shall not be considered in the en-route use case

3.3.10 SC - limitations and assumptions
Given the nature of the information that the SC module must provide, i.e., the typical capacity of a
specific area identified by the SD, this information will be obtained from available data and/or from
expert judgement considerations and assumptions applicable to the area of interest. Table 13
summarises this assumption.
Table 13: Limitations and assumptions for the SC component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-SC-01

Sector capacity will be allocated with expert judgement and best
engineering practices when data is not available.

3.3.11 TS - limitations and assumptions
The trajectory selector (TS) is the multi-aircraft problem resolution module of the framework. It means
that the solution provided is optimal from the network level considering all aircraft in the Area of
Interest. The principal assumptions for this module are given in Table 14.
Table 14: Limitations and assumptions for the TS component

Limitation/Assumption ID

Description

LIM-CREATE-TS-01

No uncertainty of the demand is considered – it is assumed that the
trajectory data is deterministic.
The sector opening scheme is always defined. Modifications are done
only on the demand side.
The extreme weather regions or “no-go” areas are considered as new
sectors (or airspace structures) where capacity is set to zero.

LIM-CREATE-TS-02
LIM-CREATE-TS-03
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LIM-CREATE-TS-04

LIM-CREATE-TS-05
LIM-CREATE-TS-06
LIM-CREATE-TS-07
LIM-CREATE-TS-08
LIM-CREATE-TS-09
LIM-CREATE-TS-10
LIM-CREATE-TS-11

Founding Members

For the specific case of TMA, it can be assumed that, if the capacity
constraint of the indicated sector cannot be respected, one or more
aircraft could be diverted to another airport, so that a possible
outcome of the process implemented by the TS module could be the
indication of flight diversion to an alternative airport. The selection of
the target airport for diversion as well as the route definition for such
diversion are out of the scope of this module as well as of the CREATE
project.
The contrail-zone areas are considered as new sectors (or airspace
structures) with a limited amount of capacity.
The demand and capacity are evaluated using sector entry counts
It is assumed that all airspace users are willing to provide alternate
trajectories (if operationally possible).
It is assumed that all airspace users are willing to share specific
information to the Network Manager, such as cost of fuel and cost of
time.
The cost of delay is assumed linear and it is particularised for different
aircraft types.
The delay is expected to be assumed by linear holding when possible,
and by airborne holding on a waypoint when this linear holding is not
enough to fulfil the assigned RTA.
The unit cost for (different types of) delay is assumed to be the same
across different flights.
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4 Specificities of the WAAP framework
between en-route and TMA operations
Even though the majority of the CREATE ConOps framework is the same for the TMA and en-route usecases, there is set of key differences which should be explained to understand the applicability and the
objectives of the framework elements towards each use-case.

Location of weather-disturbing areas, i.e., thunderstorms
•

For TMA there is a potential that these could occur at any point along the planned trajectory.
Therefore, the weather-input shall have a more significant impact along the entire trajectory
during the flight when the thunderstorms are propagating.

•

For en-route the thunderstorms will only be above the land-based trajectories, which
corresponds to the initial and last part of the en-route flight path. This means that the
thunderstorm propagation shall only affect the first and last parts of the flight path.

Evasion of climate-sensitive areas, i.e., contrail forming regions
•

For TMA the evasion of contrail forming regions (CFR), is not part of the scope, as the contrails
are likely to occur and persist at higher altitudes which are above the TMA threshold.
Therefore, the trajectory optimisation within the TMA shall predominantly focus on the
evasion of thunderstorm areas.

•

For en-route CFR is a significant input, and will mainly be active for the central part of the flight
trajectory. CFR propagate under different meteorological circumstances than thunderstorms;
thunderstorms are present in areas with a turbulent atmosphere with large vertical
movements. In this type of ambient conditions contrails do not persist. As such, it is highly
unlikely that the TO module for the en-route framework for a given point in the flight trajectory
optimises a trajectory for both CFR-evasion as thunderstorm-evasion simultaneously.
Therefore, it is more likely that different objective criteria, related to the evasion of certain
meteorological/climate-sensitive areas/volumes, are active for the various parts of the enroute flight path.

Environmental impact mitigating strategy
•

For TMA the focus shall be to reduce the emissions at lower altitudes and therefore improve
the local air quality (LAQ).

•

For en-route the focus shall be to reduce the emissions in climate-sensitive areas. In terms of
the ESM, the Lagrangian method related to LAQ cannot be applied because it considers
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assumptions which are only valid for low altitudes and is mainly relevant for populated areas.
Therefore, LAQ shall not be considered in the en-route use case.

Use-case definitions
Up to now it has been mentioned that the CREATE WP4 framework, i.e., a potential new solution for
ATM, will be applied to a TMA and en-route use-case to demonstrate its effectiveness in both
scenarios. The activities within work package 4 look at what the specificities are between both
scenarios, but the exact scenario definition will be part of the validation activities within work package
5 “Integration and Validation”.
At this stage of the project, it can be stated which use-cases domains are selected, and the further
details of the related computational domains and boundary conditions will be discussed in a next WP5
deliverable.

4.4.1 TMA use-case
Within CREATE Italy will be considered as a particular country of interest, given its many thunderstorm
activities throughout the year. Furthermore, the availability of detailed local meteorological and
environmental information for Naples Capodichino airport led to the selection of the Naples TMA as
use-case for the TMA operations. The CREATE research shall investigate how the TMA operations,
including continuous descent operations (CDO), will be affected due to the application of the CREATE
framework.

4.4.2 En-Route use-case
For the en-route use case an area of interest needs to be defined which is sufficiently interesting to
research based on the presence of CRFs and thunderstorm fronts. For European flights, the transAtlantic long-haul flights is an interesting use-case to consider. Since thunderstorms are likely to
propagate over central mainland US5 and Mediterranean Europe6, it is likely that these phenomena
affect the initial and last parts of the en-route flight segment. As researched by Irvine et al. [37], the
North Atlantic Ocean shows strong contrail formation. Therefore, it is likely that the middle part of the
en-route flight segment for a trans-Atlantic flight is affected by contrail formation. Another reason why
the North Atlantic routes are interesting to research is that different segments of the flight will be
triggered by either thunderstorm propagation or contrail formation, due to the atmospheric conditions
in which both phenomena persist.

5
6

https://www.spc.noaa.gov/wcm/
https://www.essl.org/cms/a-climatology-of-thunderstorms-across-europe/
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5 Conclusion
It is widely acknowledged that new air traffic management (ATM) paradigms should provide more
weather-resilient operations, while contributing to mitigate the environmental and climate impact of
air transportation. CREATE WP4 aims to find a potential solution suitable for the ATM industry as a
response to weather-induced (short term) operational problems and aviation-induced environmental
(and climate on the long term) effects and impacts. CREATE is an exploratory research project under
the work area of “ATM excellent science & outreach” – or fundamental research. The objective of this
WP4 has been to propose a new potential SESAR solution – Weather Avoidance for (extended) ATC
planning (WAAP) – by first describing its particular concept of operations and then outlining a software
prototype implementing such solution.
WAAP aims at both terminal area and en-route operations and is conceived as an air traffic control
(ATC) decision support tool (DST) – in line with the SESAR extended ATC planning (EAP) and integrated
network for (extended) ATC planning (INAP) concepts – to support the update and revision process of
the reference business trajectory (RBT) in highly disrupted scenarios due to weather hazards or
climate-sensitive zones. Yet, this concept could easily be implemented at earlier stages of the
trajectory lifecycle, and in particular, to support INAP functions, since it could additionally help to
resolve hotspots in the network (due to weather hazards and/or climate sensitive regions), within the
context of an evolving traffic picture close to execution, and evaluate such actions in terms of different
performance indicators. Thus, the CREATE WP4 concept could also help to manage the transition
between planning and execution phases.
Despite there have been a number of research initiatives tackling one or more of the topics related
with CREATE WP4 activities (i.e., the optimisation of trajectories considering weather, environment,
climate…) there is a need to put several of these elements together to understand how this would
affect the effectiveness of the ATM operations in a network of flights, and thus shifting the focus from
single trajectory optimality conditions to network-wide optimal conditions. Additionally, trajectory
(re)planning in the flight execution phase at the same time while considering this multi-aircraft
environment is also a novel element that has not been sufficiently explored in the past: different from
dispatch and/or air traffic flow management applications (where the computation time could take
several minutes), real-time aspects could become a bottle-neck and are definitely a challenge for the
tactical operations foreseen in CREATE WP4, for both the generation of alternative trajectories on the
Airspace User side, and for the network-wide optimisation that is foreseen in the proposed ATC DST.
The particularities of Italy, in terms of severe weather episodes throughout the year, have been
considered in order to specify the use-case addressing TMA operations. Furthermore, the availability
of detailed local meteorological and environmental information for Naples Capodichino airport has led
to the selection of the Naples TMA as main scenario for this use-case. For en-route operations, the
North Atlantic long-haul flights have been selected as use case, since thunderstorms are likely to
propagate over central mainland US and/or Mediterranean Europe, while the North Atlantic Ocean
shows regions with a strong potential for contrail formation.
This WP4 sets the scope for the CREATE project integration and validation exercises carried out in WP5,
where the different software and data components described in the present document will be
integrated and validated against a set of scenarios and case studies.
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Appendix A

Description of framework files

A.1 Thunderstorm and Contrail sensitive areas file (.tca)
Format:
Separator: " "
Line to describe the information for a specific timestamp:
#
1
2
3
4

Field
Key word
Date
Hour
Num of thunderstorms/contrails

Type
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
INT

Comment
"TIME"
dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss
Number of zones with
thunderstorms or contrails.

Line to describe the information for a thunderstorm/contrail
#
5.1.
5.2.
5.3.
5.4.
5.5.

Field
Key word
ID
Min. altitude
Max. altitude
Num points

Type
CHAR
INT
INT
INT
INT

5.6.
5.7.

Latitude
Longitude

DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Comment
"T" - Thunderstorm; "C" - Contrail
Unique identifier. It can be a counter
FL
FL
How many Lat/lon point are listed (first and last
point are the same)
deg
deg

Example:
TIME 03/06/2021 15:56:00 3
T 1 0 999 5 49.5 2.5 49.5 3.5 47 3.5 47 2.5 49.5 2.5
T 2 0 999 5 46.5 2.5 46.5 3.5 43 3.5 43 2.5 46.5 2.5
C 3 200 300 5 39 2.5 39 3.5 36 3.5 36 2.5 39 2.5
TIME 03/06/2021 16:00:00 3
T 4 0 999 5 49.5 2.5 49.5 3.5 47 3.5 47 2.5 49.5 2.5
T 5 0 999 5 46.5 2.5 46.5 3.5 43 3.5 43 2.5 46.5 2.5
C 6 200 300 5 39 2.5 39 3.5 36 3.5 36 2.5 39 2.5
...
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A.2 Flight plan file (.fpl)
Format:
Separator: ","
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate
number
Callsign
Aircraft type
Date (departure)
Number of waypoints

Type
INT
INT
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
INT

Comment
Must be unique for a flight
ID for the candidate trajectory of the flight.
Must be 1 for the initial flight plan.
ATC callsign for this flight
BADA4 aircraft type
dd/mm/yyyy

Line to describe the information for waypoint
7.1 Waypoint-name

CHAR

7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Waypoint-name/LAT-LON (LLxxx)/Present
Position (PPOS)/Top of Climb (T/C)/Top of
Descent (T/D)
deg
deg
ft
kts or Mach number (kts > 10.0, Mach < 10.0)

CHAR

dd/mm/yyyy

CHAR

hh:mm:ss (UTC)

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Indicated Airspeed (IAS) /
Mach number
7.6 Estimated date of arrival at
this waypoint
7.7 Estimated Time of Arrival at
this waypoint (ETA)

Example:
47543321,1,DAL1385,B772LR,17/06/2021,3
BARLO,43.517321,-60.325177,23130,280,17/06/2021,05:23:14
DIRSO,44.220487,-55.213367,31370,280,17/06/2021,05:33:42
T/C,44.875473,-52.539201,34000,0.78,17/06/2021,05:40:12
…
Format:
Separator: " "
#
Field
1
Airblock ID
2
Num points
3
4

Latitude
Longitude

Founding Members

Type
CHAR
INT
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Comment
It must be unique.
How many Lat/lon point are listed
(first and last point are the same)
deg
deg
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Example:
A1 5 49.5 2.5 49.5 3.5 47 3.5 47 2.5 49.5 2.5
A2 5 46.5 2.5 46.5 3.5 43 3.5 43 2.5 46.5 2.5
A3 5 39 2.5 39 3.5 36 3.5 36 2.5 39 2.5
A4 5 49.5 2.5 49.5 3.5 47 3.5 47 2.5 49.5 2.5
A5 5 46.5 2.5 46.5 3.5 43 3.5 43 2.5 46.5 2.5
A6 5 39 2.5 39 3.5 36 3.5 36 2.5 39 2.5
…

A.3 Elementary sector file (.esc)
Format:
Separator: " "
#
1
2

Field
Elementary sector ID
Num airblocks

Type
CHAR
INT

3
4
5

Airblock ID
Min. Altitude
Max. Altitude

CHAR
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Comment
Must be an unique ID
How many airblocks are
listed
The same as in abl file
FL
FL

Example:
ES1 2 A1 0 240 A2 0 240
ES2 5 A1 0 400 A2 240 400 A3 100 400 A4 50 400 A5 50 250
…

A.4 Airspace file (.air)
Format:

Separator: " "
#
1
2

Field
Element ID
Type

Type
CHAR
CHAR

Comment
Must be a unique ID
CS - Collapsed sector
C -Configuration

3
4

Num. entities
Entity ID

INT
CHAR

How many entities are listed
Can be an elementary sector
or collapsed sector

Example:
CS1 CS 2 ES1 ES2
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CS2 CS 3 ES1 ES2 ES3
CS3 CS 4 ES1 ES2 ES3 ES4
CS4 CS 2 ES5 ES6
CS5 CS 4 ES4 ES5 ES6 ES7
CONF1 CONF 2 CS2 CS5
CONF2 CONF 2 CS3 CS4 ES7
…

A.5 Opening scheme file (.osc)
Format:
Separator: " "
#
1
2
3
4
5

Field
Configuration ID
Opening date
Opening hour
Closing date
Closing hour

Type
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

Comment
Must be a unique ID
dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss
dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss

Example:
CONF1 27/06/2021 10:00 12:00
CONF2 27/06/2021 12:00 15:00
…

A.6 Candidate Flight Plans file (.cfpl)
Format:
Separator: ","
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number
Callsign
Aircraft type
UTC Time
WPT name

Type
INT
INT
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

7
8
9
10
11

Latitude
Longitude
Pressure Altitude
IAS/Mach
ACMASS

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Founding Members

Comment
Must be unique for each flight
ID number for this candidate trajectory
ATC callsign for this flight
BADA4 aircraft type
hh:mm:ss (UTC)
Waypoint-name/LAT-LON (LLxxx)/Present
Position (PPOS)/Top of Climb (T/C)/Top of
Descent (T/D)
deg
deg
ft
kts or Mach number (kts > 10.0, Mach < 10.0)
kg - Aircraft mass (at least at first waypoint)
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Example:
47543321,2,DAL1385,B772LR,05:23:14,BARLO,43.517321,-60.325177,23130,280,60038.8
47543321,2,DAL1385,B772LR,05:33:42,DIRSO,44.220487,-55.213367,31370,280,59642.7
47543321,2,DAL1385,B772LR,05:40:12,T/C,44.875473,-52.539201,34000,0.78,59246.6
…

A.7 Trajectory file (.trj)
Format:
Separator: ","
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number
Callsign
Aircraft Type
Flight Time
UTC Time
Latitude
Longitude
Geometric Altitude
Pressure Altitude
Ground Speed - GS
True Airspeed - TAS
Temperature
Water Vapor

Type
INT
INT
CHAR
CHAR
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Comment
Must be unique for each flight
ID number for this candidate trajectory
ATC callsign for this flight
BADA 4 AC type
s - Flight time along trajectory
s - UTC seconds since midnight
deg
deg
m
m
m/s
m/s
deg Celsius
g/kg

Example:
47543321,2,DAL1385,B772LR,321.6,17432.5,43.517321,-60.325177,7050,7401,143.9,154.2,-26.3,0.1

A.8 Crossed sectors /no-go areas/contrails file (.csa)
Separator: ","
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number
Callsign
Number of sectors/contrail areas
Sector/Contrail ID
Entry date
Entry hour
Exit date
Exit hour

Founding Members

Type
INT
INT
CHAR
INT
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

Comment
Must be unique for each flight
ID number for this candidate trajectory
ATC callsign for this flight

dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss (UTC)
dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss (UTC)
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Example:
111111,2,VLG6354,2,LFAAA,21/06/2021,10:00,21/06/2021,10:20,LFBBB,21/06/2021,10:20,21/06/20
21,10:40
118000,1,DAL5423,2,LFAAA,21/06/2021,10:20,21/06/2021,10:40,LFBBB,21/06/2021,10:40,21/06/20
21,10:45
…

A.9 Extended trajectory file (.etrj)
Format:
Separator: ","
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number
Callsign
Aircraft type
Flight Time
UTC Time
Latitude
Longitude
Geometric Altitude
Pressure Altitude
Ground Speed - GS
True Airspeed - TAS
Temperature
Water Vapor
NOx
PM10

Type
INT
INT
CHAR
CHAR
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

Comment
Must be unique for each flight
ID number for this candidate trajectory
ATC callsign for this flight
BADA 4 AC type
s - Flight time along trajectory
s - UTC seconds since midnight
deg
deg
m
m
m/s
m/s
deg Celsius
g/kg
kg/s
kg/s

Example:
321.6,17432.5,43.517321,-60.325177,7050,7401,143.9,154.2,-

47543321,2,DAL1385,B772LR,
26.3,0.1,0.032,3.4E-06
…

A.10 Score per trajectory file (.scr)
Format:
Separator: " "
#
1
2

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number
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Type
INT
INT

Comment
It must be unique for a flight
ID for the candidate
trajectory of the flight
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3
4

Callsign
Score

CHAR
DOUBLE

Example:
111111 2 DAL1385 4
118000 1 DLH7721 2
…

A.11 Capacity file (.cap)
Format:
Separator: " "
#
1

Field
ID

Type
CHAR

2

Capacity

INT

Comment
It must be unique. Elementary
or collapsed sector ID
Sector capacity

Example:
ES1 4
ES2 5
CS1 10
CS2 12
…

A.12 Trajectory per A/C with allocated delay file (.res)
Format:
Separator: " "
#
1
2

Field
Flight ID
Flight Plan Candidate number

Type
INT
INT

3
4

Callsign
Delay

CHAR
DOUBLE

Comment
It must be unique for a flight
ID for the candidate
trajectory of the flight
In minutes

Example:
111111 2 DAL1385 25
118000 1 DLH7721 112
…
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